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Vandalism
prevention
steps taken
By SHARON BRILL
Steps have been taken to
prevent vandalism of the
movie equipment in Wilson
Hall and to remedy the
repetition of movies, according to Jerome Davis,
Campus Program Board
movie committee chairman.
Several acts of vandalism
involving the movie equipment in Wilson have occurred
this year, Davis said, including loosening of fuses and
disconnecting wires. Locks to
the projector room have been
changed and bars have been
put on the projector room
windows to prevent further
vandalism, he said.
The things that have
happened to the projectors
"don't happen without
someone doing them," said
Jerry Weaver, assistant
student activities director. He
added that CPB has had
problems with vandalism in
the past but that the problems
have increased recently.
An hour before each
showing someone checks the
equipment to be sure there's
nothing seriously wrong with
it, Davis said. In the event
that something wrong is found
the students are turned away
before they have paid, he
added.
While reviewing the list of
films chosen by the movie
committee for next semester,
Davis realized that one-third
of them were repeats. He sent
all committee members a
letter Nov. 15 that said, "I will
not work toward getting these
movies again."
Davis thinks that there are
enough new movies available
to replace the old ones. He
sent all committee members a
list of the movies voted on for
next semester, the ones that
had been shown before and the
new movies available. He
asked the committee to revote on the films and send
(Continued on Page 18)

New degree
programs
approved

MRS. JEANNE SYER administers a swine flu
shot to Madison College student Randal

Castelli at the Infirmary Saturday morning.
PIMM by Davt Garland

Activities fees may be optional
Student leaders oppose state bill
By DWAYNE YANCEY
A bill which would
eliminate mandatory student
activities fees, pending before
the
Virginia
General
Assembly, would cause "total
chaos" if it becomes law,
according to Madison College
student leaders and administrators.
Madison students currently
must pay $14 per semester for
student activities fees, which
are dispersed to various
organizations and projects by
the Student Government
Association (SGA).
Activities funded by the
SGA include the Campus
Program Board, Bluestone,
Honor Council, WMRA sports
network, student copies of The
Breeze, and an assortment of
other projects.
Delegates
Wyatt
B.
Durrette, Jr. (R-Fairfax) and
Vincent F. Callahan, Jr.
(McLean) have introduced

Seniors prefer quad
for commencement
Ninety-one per cent of
Madison College seniors
surveyed prefer to have this
year's commencement
exercises on the quad rather
than on the astroturf, according to a poll taken by the
senior class committee.
Seniors were asked to indicate their preference as to
where the exercises should be
held, how diplomas should be
distributed and whether the
.diplomas
should
read
"Madison College" or "James
Madison University."
Five hundred twenty-five
seniors preferred the quad,
while 55 chose the astroturf.
"James Madison University"
received 366 votes, to 192 votes
for "Madison College."

No. 23

The distribution question
contained four, options:
diplomas to be individually
received with the entire
graduating class assembled
together; graduation by
schools, with the different
schools assembled in separate
locations; graduation by type
of degree; and graduation en
masse, with all candidates
rising and being
simultaneously
graduated.
Two flundred eighty-three
seniors voted to have
diplomas individually
received,
162
chose
graduation by schools, 62
preferred graduation by
degree and 41
voted
graduation en masse.

legislation which would put
the question of mandatory
student fees to a student
referendum, with restrictions
on their, use even if approved.
Durrette said Friday that
the bill was prompted several
years ago when the University
of Virginia newspaper, funded
by student fees, endorsed a
political candidate.

'would prevent
student lobbying1
Subsequent investigation
revealed that student fees at
two state institutions were
used to finance faculty
retirement funds and temporary faculty housing, he
said.
Durrette said he was
concerned that mandatory
student fees are being used
"to fund activities that are
political in nature or
organizations that have no
real relationship to the
educational process."
The original bill, introduced in February, 1976
and referred to the House
Education Committee,
specified that no fees could be
collected unless approved by a
referendum in which at least
40 per cent of the students
enrolled in the institution
voted.
If approved by the student
vote, activity fees could be
collected, but payment would
be optional.
A revised bill will be
presented to the subcommittee studying the
matter Nov.
29, Durrette said
J
which
^pjpnove the -40. .
percent turnout requirement,
make the fees mandatory if
approved by the referendum,
and prohibit fees from being
used to subsiduze political or
religious groups and activities.
He specifically mentioned

that the restrictions would
prevent student fees from
funding the National Student
Lobby (NSL), student leaders
lobbying before the General
Assembly or Congress, and
student newspapers which
endorse candidates for public
office.
The Madison College. SGA
defeated a resolution Nov. 9
which would have enabled
Madison to join the NSL.
SGA President Mike
Anestos, who supported the
move to join the NSL, said he
felt it was "very important for
students to have the opportunity to lobby on the state
and federal level. As Dick
Gregory said, 'students are
the niggers of the world'."
At Madison, all student fees
are handled by the GA.
"Madison's operation, in
comparison to other schools,
is very clean," said Paul
(Continued on Page. 17)

By SANDY AMANN
The
College
Council
Thursday approved proposals
for a new degree program, a
Bachelor of General Studies,
and two new majors, finance
and public administration.
The Bachelor of General
Studies is not for regular
degree seeking students, but
is designed for "the individual
who because of physical,
cultural or job-related factors
cannot pursue a college
degrt: /- *?:*-*-+*»-**
way," according to the
proposal.
The program is "not expected to draw large numbers," the proposal continues,
but "would add a new
dimension to the services
offered by Madison College."
The Bachelor of General
Studies program is a "degree
program of the last resort"
where the requirements are
tailored to the needs add
experiences of the students,
according to the program
proposal, which will be submitted to the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia
(SCHEV) for approval.
Students in the program
would be required to complete
128 credit hours, including at
least 30 hours in a "particular
cluster of courses or 'field of
study,'" planned around some
conceptual
or cultural
framework such as crossdisciplinary studies or
'protessiunal study.
The program will have
"unique
admission
requirements" to guard
"against the possibility of the
program becoming a 'haven'
for drop-outs from the
traditional
degree
programs." The proposal
states that at least three full
years must have elapsed since
the student had any formal
study before he can be admitted to the program.
(Continued on Pagel g)
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Students save by taking exams for credit
By TAMI RICHARDSON
Attaining
a
college
education is a very expensive
and time consuming affair,
but it is possible to cut down
on both of these, as many
students do every year, by
taking exams for credit.
Since college is so expensive, there is no sense in a
student taking a course that
only repeats knowledge he
already has, according to Dr.
Elizabeth Finlayson, director
.of student orientation and
academic advising.
TJiere are three ways a
stuaent can gain credit
without ever entering the
classroom.
The first is an advanced
placement program offered
by the Educational Testing
Service. Some high schools
have specially designed advanced-placement courses for
certain subjects, and many
colleges around the. country
will accept the final exam
scores as credit.
Madison College has been
involved since the beginning
of the programs inception
about six years ago.
The kinds of high schools
which provide these programs
are the elitest schools that are
highly selective, Finlayson
said. "We feel very fortunate
when we get students with
these credits, because they
are very good students," she
said.
A second way to gain credit
is through the College-Level
Examination Program
(CLEP). CLEP was originally
designed for working adults,
those in military service and
housewives, offering them a

chance to get credit for what
they had learned outside of the
classroom. A person might
have picked up background
information through a job
situation or a special interest,
such as fine arts, Finlayson
said.
At first, high school
students were prohibited from
taking CLEP exams, but the
College Board said that was
discriminatory. Just because
a student is 19 instead of 22
doesn't mean he shouldn't
have the opportunity to gain
credit if he knows the information, Finlayson said.
Madison became a testing
center five years ago; but
tests can be taken at any other
testing center. The counseling
center gives the tests and
sends the scores to the Admissions office to be accepted
and recorded.
Each college sets its own
minimum passing scores.
Madison's policy is that the
score must be equivalent to a
grade of 'C if the student is to
receive credit.
CLEP offers "general
exams," in English composition, humanities, social
sciences and history, natural
sciences; mathematics, and
"subject exams," which cover
just about every subject. More
students pass English than
anything else, Finlayson
noted.
There is no maximum to
the number of credits that a
student can earn, according to
Finlayson. One student gained
24 hours through CLEP and
Advanced Placement this past
summer when CLEP exams
were given at orientation for

the first time.
CLEP exams are available
in the military, so many
persons coming out of
military service already have
some credits. One student who
graduated from Madison had
taken every test the military
offered, so when he applied for
admission here he had almost
50 credits. He graduated in
only 2 years, Finlayson said.

• Any student can qualify for
a CLEP exam. The college
only has two stipulations.'
First, the test must measure
all the information that the
student would have had in the
related course. Second, a
student can't earn credit when
he's already had formal
coursework that might help
with the test.
Sometimes a student might
take a test that doesn't fit in
with his degree program. His
Erogram might require that
e take a specific course when
he had taken a general test. In

all cases he could still use it
for elective credit, and they
will usually fulfill basic
studies requirements,
Finlayson said.
Madison also accepts
CLEP credits from other
colleges as transfer credit.
The only time credit wouldn't
transfer is if the other college
accepted a lower score than
Madison's policy allows. If a

student has credits from
another college that Madison
won't accept, he can try to
make them up by taking a
CLEP test, according to
Finlayson.
She said there was a "very
good response" when the
CLEP tests were given at
orientation last summer.
Madison had made special
arrangements with the
College
Entrance
Examination Board so they
wouldn't have to charge as
much. The normal fee is $20,
but most of the tests given at

orientation cost $4.
CLEP tests are usually
objective, but the English
department requires that a
composition be written. They
don't feel that an objective
test can adequately measure
what is taught in English 101.
A CLEP test isn't available
for English 102, Finlayson
said.
The third way to get credit
without taking a course is by
departmental exams. A
student may challenge almost
any course on the campus by
going to the department head
or the professor and explaining why he thinks he can
pass the test.
Students can get up to 30
credits through departmental
credit-by-exam, but no more
than 12 in any one area.
Nobody has come that close
yet though, Finlayson said.
These tests cost $15.
The physical education
department has been very
cooperative with students who
want to show their skills and
knowledge in a particular
activity, Finlayson said. The
. only types of classes which
would be unsuitable for credit
by-exam, she said, are lab
courses, practicums, or those
which require observations,
such as psychology.
Some critics of credit-byexam argue that the tests
don't always measure skills
that the subject requires, or
match what is taught in the
classroom.
Finlayson said they are
doing follow-up studies to see
if having earned credit was
detrimental in later classes.
(Continued on Page 18)

Carter:'personal understanding of ordinary people'
By SANDY AMANN
Jimmy Carter will bring "a
personal understanding ofthe
frustrations of ordinary
people with him to the White
House," according to Time
magazine's Washington

bureau chief, Bonnie Angelo.
Angelo told about 100
Madison faculty, students and
administrators what she
expects from the new administration Saturday. Her
speech was sponsored by the

BONNIE ANGELO. Washington bureau chief for Time
magazine, addresses Madison College audience Saturday
Photo by Mark Thompson

Madison College Faculty
Women's Caucus as part of its
Dominion Lecture Series.
Angelo, who has been a
Washington correspondent
since 1966, believes Carter's
background in Plains, Ga. is
"crucial" to him. Although
she is trying to get used to the
idea of Plains as the "center
of the western world," Angelo
said its 683 residents are
"Truly nice people" who have
shown the press "genuine
warmth and hospitality."
Another important influence on Carter is his
family, said Angelo, who has
covered five Presidents, one
assasination
and
one
resignation during her career
as a journalist. The Carters
are a cast that could have
been created by Norman Lear
she said.
There's his mother, Miz
Lillian, who "ran off to join
the Peace Corps when she was
68" and who wears a T-shirt
that says "I'm Jimmy Carter's mother "; his sister
Gloria, who rides around
Georgia on a motorcycle but
otherwise keeps a low profile
brother Billy, whose gas
station doubles for the local
men's club in Plains and who
"has done more for beer than
Telly Savalas has for
lollipops, "(Angelo
claimed
she watched Billy drink beer
with his grits for breakfast);
and sister Ruth, the faith
healer.
The amazing thing about
this cast, Angelo said, is that
they are ''all fact." The
Carters are individuals who
are at ease with themselves

and whoever they meet, she
said.
The other important person
in Carter's life is Rosalyn, his
wife Angelo said. She called
the two a "matched pair,"
Sual in drive, discipline,
ligious conviction, upward
mobility and conviction that
their quest will succeed.
The Carters, Angelo noted,
take their roles seriously, and
one role they have chosen is to
act as "a catalyst for the
reunion of the north and
south." They want to "heal old
wounds," she said.

'compromise'
not, easy
for Carter
Carter will be a strong,
independent and aggressive
President, Angelo predicted.
He is hard-driving and toughminded, she said. "Carter
does not yield easily. ComSromise comes hard for
immy Carter."
He will be a planner "bold
in innovation," she said, and
"he is determined to be
competent."
Carter will set a new moral
tone, Angelo , said. She
believes his public policy will
be based on ''moral principle,
not expediency.''
- '.'An. administration is
shaped not just by the
President, but iby the appointments he makes, Angelo
said. Carter, she predicted,
will take his time and make
deliberate, careful choices. As
an example of this , she

pointed to his "careful choice
of a vice-president."
Carter feels pride in Walter
Mondale, Angelo said. There
will be a good working
relationship between the two
and Mondale will be a vicepresident who "have some
say-so," she believes.
Angelo thinks Carter will
give
his
Cabinet
"a
remarkable
degree
of
autonomy," but he will expect
a lot of his Cabinet officers in
return.
Carter will "reach out" to
blacks and other minorities
who have "been left out,"
Angelo said. He has a
"committment to women" she
added, crediting this committment to his mother, who is
a "doer, not a Southern belle."
Angelo believes Rosalyn
will be "the most active First
Lady in history." She will be a
powerful lobbiest, will hold
press conferences, attend
Cabinet meetings and will
work with Cabinet officials
concerned with "her field,"
mental health.
Rosalyn will also be
responsible for setting the
color of social life under the
Carter administration. The
style will be simplified, "small
'd' democratic,''Angelo said,
adding that it would be a
welcome cut back from the
"imperial aura" that has
recently surrounded the White
Hou««w».
There will be problems
waiting for Carter when he
comes to Washington, Angelo
pointed out. It was a dose
election and everyone who
supported
him
wants
(Continued on Page 17)
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U.S. abuses U.N. veto power
By FRANK RATHBUN
For the fifth time, the
people of Vietnam have been
denied a voice in the United
Nations.
For the fifth time, the
United States has used its
Security Council power, to
veto Vietnamese application
for membership in the UN.
There exists no clear,
logical reason for the U.S.
veto. Rather, it is misguided
passions which are to blame.
U.S. Ambassador William
Scranton, with support from
the Ford-Kissinger administration, vetoed the
Vietnamese application for
membership in the UN
because authorities in Vietnam have allegedly refused to
release data concerning
Americans believed to be
missing-inaction (MIA)
during the Vietnam conflict.
The Vietnamese have
reportedly tied the release of
MIA information to U.S.
economic aid promised Hanoi
by the Nixon administration.
Due to the secrecy of the
Nixon-Kissinger foreign
falicy, we will probably never
now exactly what these
promises entailed.
But
these
promises,
regardless of their nature;
should not have any telling
influence on Vietnam's ap&lication for U.N. mem;rship. To 14 other nations
on the U.N. Security Council,
they didn't.
Furthermore, whether the
Vietnamese have information
regarding the 800 or so MIAs
is irrelevant to the question of
U.N. admission.
Fourteen
other nations seemingly
agreed with this assessment.
There is no doubt that
friends and families of those
unaccounted-for in southeast
Asia still agonize over their
lost ones. Those of us who
don't feel the pain personally
can surely emphathise with
those directly affected.
These emotions, however,
should not stand in the way of
Vietnamese admission into
the U.N.
Denying the Vietnamese a
voice in the U.N. will not bring
these men back, or even
guarantee that their identities
will be released.
If indeed the Vietnamese

are witholding MIA information, what assurance is
there that our vetos will en-%
courage them to come clean?
How many more times will we
veto their application for
membership before we realize
that such action accomplishes
nothing?
It is possible, if not
probable, that the MIA
dispute could be settled under
U.N. auspices. The U.N. is,
after all, meant to be a forum
in which the nations of the
world work towards the
peaceful settlement
ofpotentially dangerous
problems.
Problems such as continuing threat of war, possibly
involving the use of nuclear
arms, demands the attention
of all nations, Vietnam included.
Exponential population
growth, which threatens the
very survival of the world as
we know it, is more urgent
than the identifications of an
unknown number of MIAs.
So too are concerns such as
education, disease,
malnutrition, pollution and
resource depletion. These are
problems which affect all
nations, again, Vietnam included.
It was for some of these
very reasons that the UN was
first formed. Woodrow Wilson
fought for the establishment
of a "League of Nations"
because he envisioned it being
a forum for international
disputes and concerns.
He believed, ahead of his
time, and to his credit, that
such an organization could
improve relations among
nations and men.
A task as formidable as this
cannot be accomplished when
Security Council members
abuse their veto power to
arbitrarily exlude nations
from membership.
Vetoing Vietnam's application for membership
surely constitutes such an
abuse.
The U.S. is not the only
council member to abuse its
veto power. The Soviet Union
has found it expedient to veto
membership applications
more than 50 times. The
Chinese, relatively new
members to tne U.N., have

dosed the U.N. door once.
Actions of this nature only
draw additional criticisms to
the U.N., an organization
already beset with a multitude
of internal dysfunctions.
Undoubtedly, many of
these
criticisms
are
warranted. But despite its
shortcomings, the U.N. is
probably man's best hope for
the future.
•

The success of its task
depends in large part on the
cooperation and active participation of all nations, once
again, Vietnam included.
Those who use the veto to
exclude nations from membership must be convinced
that such action only serves to
make a farce of the entire
organization.

'No names have been changed
because there are no innocent9
By ROGER BERTHOLF
"This is the campus.
Madison College, enrollment,
7,645. Most students here go to
classes, study and drink an
occasional beer on weekends.
Some seem committed to
seeing that the educational
process is stopped cold.
That's where I come in. I'm a
Security officer."
Dun-du-da, Dun-du-dun-du-da.
-The story you are about to
read is true. No names have
been changed because there
were no innocentIt was Friday, 8:00 p.m.,
and Officer Hardly and I were
working the crotch-watch out
of Panticide. We were both
tired and fortunately things
had been quiet-nothing more
than one assault with a deadly
water balloon and a couple of
disturbing-the-piece charges
had been filed so far.
I was working the connectthe-dots in the evening paper,
and my partner was telling
me about chinchilla raising
for fun and profit, when the
telephone rang.

Tne young lady was
detectably frightened and
identified herself as the Head
Resident of a certain dorm. I
motioned for my partner to
get on the other phone as I
asked her what the trouble
was. She informed me that a
large gathering had formed
outside the front door, and
appeared to have no good in
mind.
She described the crowd as
almost exclusively male,
about 400 or so in number,
yelling various epithets which
she could not identify. I was
about to inform her that she
was
under
arrest
for
withholding evidence when
she screamed and the line
went dead.
I had a decision to make.
Experience told me that we
had a fullblown panty raid on
w^nds. The riot squad had
al
iy been dispatched to
Weaver to control a keg-beer
party. Should Officer Hardly
and myself go to the scene
ourselves, or call on the
National Guard to bring
heavier equipment?
I'm a good cop, and a good'
cop knows his limitations. I

looked at my partner and
said: "let's go.,r
We managed to rummage
up from the equipment room a
couple of football helments, a
bullhorn, 1000 rounds of
ammunition and a bazooka.
Officer Hardly stopped to talk
to Dr. John, and then we left.
We arrived at the scene at
9:27 p.m., with the crime in
progress. My worst fears
were confirmed. There were
approximately 300 suspects
outside the building, my
assumption being that the
remainder had already entered the building.
I informed Officer Hardly
that I was going in. He asked
if he should contact Justice
Justas for a search warrant,
or whether I thought there
was clear and present danger.
I told him that a good cop
doesn't question.
I left my partner to arrest
the crowd outside, using the
bazooka if necessary.
I
shattered the glass entrance
with the butt of my weapon,
walked over to the front desk
and used the intercom to warn
the suspects to come out with

Precautions allow for wise consumer choices

By SANDRA JOSEPH

Editor's nott:
Tht Irotia, In conjunction with tht Horn* Economic!
Francos Sal* Club. Il planning a rt«ular
column on consumtr affair*. Rtadars
with questions should writ* Consumer

Column." car* of Th* Br**n.

Q. It seems lately every
time you turn around you are
hearing something about
consumerism. Exactly what
is consumerism?
Consumerism
encompasses you the consumer.
The term can be reflected best
by the buyers rights.
You as the consumer have
the right to make an intelligent choice, have accurate information, the right
to have a safe product ana a
right to complain if need be.
The role or the consumer is
very important in. today's
society One such example is
Ralph Nadar. This man won a
successful battle against

General Motors Corporation.
He alone is responsible for
more safety features on
automobiles in this particuliar
company.
A request many consumers
are demanding are advertisments that are free of
lies and they want affirmative

facts and good services for
their products.
Q. I feel that I could be a
better consumer. Please give
me some tips on being a better
buyer?
With Christmas just around
the corner why not start now.
Need to purchase gifts? Then

start out with a list of people to
receive gifts, a price range for
a budget and some tentative
gifts.
Now do some comparative
shopping. Lets say you are
going to purchase a digital
clock radio. Look at several
models. Check various stores

and brand names.
Ask
dealers for specification
sheets. Do a little digging on
the products that are
available to you.
See if the product has a
warranty or guarantee. See
what the warranty covers and
for how long. Check into the
stores service record. Look to
see if the item has the Underwriters Laboratory sealof-approval.
After
taking
these
precautions then you will be
able to make a wiser choice.
Q. How can I be an informed consumer while I am
attending college?
Many
clubs
and
organizations—do—lots of~
consumer oriented tasks;.
Circle K is one such example.
(Continued on Page 17)
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CPB needs fair,
complete inquiry
The controversy concerning the Campus Program Board
(CPB) seems to be imbued in a quagmire of distemper.
Opinions are raised, often angrily, with little* apparent foundation. These opinions frequently meet with ill-conceived
rejoinders. Simple solutions are set forward when the issues
are too complex for such salves. Fortunately, the common
Madison Collegrtromide, "Fire the trouble maker," has not
yet been raised; but, it might be soon.
SGA President Mike Anestos is probably correct when he
says Madison College "suffers from an entertainment crisis."
The quality and quantity of concerts, movies and other CPB
activities in no way satisfies our fullest desires. But the
question that has not yet been answered is: "Are those desires
realistic?"
Part of the problem in discussing the CPB is that this
organization wears so many different hats. CPB not only
books concerts, it also schedules and shows movies, hires
speakers, plans vacation trips and gives away ice cream in the
summer.
And, when me individual components have
problems, the entire unit appears to be in a crisis.
Thus a thorough investigation of each piece is a prerequisite
for fixing the puzzle. The SGA is to be commended for
assuming the burden of examining the CPB. But for the
results to be meaningful, particularly in time to improve next
semester's fare, the SGA investigation must be carefully
considered.
The decision to exclude CPB advisers Jerry Weaver and
Jim Logan from the recent SGA -CPB meeting is regrettable.
At this stage of the investigation, all those involved should be
allowed tojully participate in the SGA inquires.
There are many unanswered questions that need to be
raised in the CPB examination. For the sake of simplification,
consider the concert aspect of the CPB to ascertain the
relative quality of Madison concerts.
Clearly, the likelihood of Madison getting Eric Clapton on
his upcoming tour is nil1; the entire Madison College trust fund
could not lull the Beatles out of retirement. But does that
mean that we must look forward to more concerts like the Cate
Brothers, a moderately competent group as far as small town
beer-joint entertainment goes.
At least three factors enter into the concert-planning issue.
First is the willingness of the act to come to Madison. Not
many top performers seem to geUoff playing to relatively
small crowds assembled somewhere west of the boonies.
Second, is the ability of the college to hold the concert. In
other words, will we continue to lose concerts .like Bruce
Springsteen because the basketball team needs to practice in
the gym. At issue here are the overall priorities of Madison
College and its degree of commitment to student entertainment. A cursory examination might reveal that part of
the CPB problem is that they must deal with a College that
prefers to rent facilities to the Gideons than to the students.
But even that aphorism is superficial and more detailed investigation is mandated.
And the final question is how effective is the nexus between
the college and the entertainment world. In this case, that
link, with exclusive rights to be the link, is the CPB.
The effectiveness of the CPB cannot be considered independent of the first two variables. Studies must be conducted to compare Madison entertainment to similar institutions. The CPB should be prepared to state those acts it
has seriously attempted to obtain. Last year CPB claimed that
Joni Mitchell cancelled the concert; actually, therewas never
a commitment on Mitchell's part to come to Madison. The
CPB should stop playing upon the hopes of Madison students.
Likewise the consideration of outside promoters should be
given a second chance. No prudent administrator would take
one agency as exemplary of an entire business. The argument
that outside promoters are shysters seems to be a milching
effort to ignore the very real possibility that non-Madison
agencies might do a better job. After all, that is how they
make their money.
But whatever the answer is, it will only be discovered by
careful, thorough investigation. Anything less will be a
disservice to the Madison community.
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Death penalty—'murder'
By EDWARD CONNORS
A folly of the criminal
justice system is being made
in Utah. A man who has been
found guilty of murder is
demanding to be executed.
That this man is allowed to
voice his demands with such
passion is illustrative of a
glaring weakness in this
country's law enforcement.
That capital punishment is
still an issue today demonstrates the presence of
primitive attidudes towards
the quality and sanctity of
human life existing in
America today.
I will refer to this man in
Utah as Mr. X, for I feel that
his name, like those of so
many appearing in the media,
does not deserve mention in
any public forum.
Last July, Mr. X brutally
murdered 25 year-old Bennie
Bushnell, a Brigham Young
University student working in
a Provo motel. Mr. X was
attempting to steal the motel's
cash receipts and in the wake
of this action, Bushnell was
left with a bullet in his head.
Consequently, Mr. X was
found guilty of first degree
murder by a jury of his peers.
Under Utah law and following
last summer's Supreme Court
decision, Mr. X was sentenced
to die. His lawyer quickly
appealed the case.
But Mr. X doesn't want an
appeal. He wants to die. Mr.
X claims his lawyer has acted
irresponsibly and completely
oh his own. Mr. X wants to
atone for his sins.
He is
demanding that his execution
be allowed to take place.
Mr. X believes that if he is
not allowed to die, he will "not
have set things right" for his
next life. This doctrine of
blood atonement is popular
with the Utah Morman
establishment
and
has
provided Mr. X with a strong
backing for his demands.
Indeed, there are dozens of
volunteers for the firing squad
that could bring about the first
state sactioned execution in
this country since 1967.
**■! p.«**»*ttr -remain above
this outdated religious
justification for execution in
analyzing this case. In doing
so, the Tacts present themselves as simplistic.
Mr. X has killed another

human being. He was found
guilty in a fair trial by an
unquestioned jury. By his
guilt, Mr. X has forfeited his
rights as a free citizen and is
now, more or less, the
property of the state. He has,.
no right to demand anything
of the state, which he has
rejected by his act of violence.
Therefore, the state is entitled to carry out whatever
sentence it sees proper.
The Utah State Pardons
Board will decide next month
on that sentence. Meanwhile,
it would be to the better interest of all if the state were

criminal's body a fully functioning life form too?
The reactions of so many
religious groups to Karen
Quinlin's death earlier this
year is also ironic. "The state
has no right to play God by
turning off her life-support
machine," was the cry so
frequently heard.
Yet, so
many of these same religious
groups allow the reimposition
of the death penalty to pass
without the slightest murmur
of protest.
Convenient
dispensations, I'm reminded,
are an historical reality alos.
If ever an emotional appeal

'is not the criminal's body
a functioning life form too?'
firm in addressing Mr. X's
demands and not allow him
the public exposure he so
outrageously demands.
A
sordid precedent could be set
if Mr. X continues to be
presented in the limelight.
This case also places the
issue of capital punishment
before the public's eye. Last
summer the Supreme Court
gave back to the state
governments the power to
implement civil executions.
Utah has retained its death
penalty santions, giving the
convicted a choice between
extinction by firing squad or
by hanging, a noble choice.
The stay of execution by the
governer of Utah is heartening.
I only hope that
reason prevails and the state
decides to abolish the death
penalty.
Capital punishment is
merely sanctioned murder,
justifiable only in historical
terms and certainly not in
conscious moral precepts.
How is it that Hammurabi's
law has survived to this day?
Why is it that life can be so
easily crushed in the abstract
name of justice?
I am amazed to read the
quotes of those Utah Mormons
who claim Mr. X's proposed
execution to "be morally "
justified. These are some of
the same people who so
righteously parade in defense
of an unborn infant's right to
life. Life in any form, they
hold, is inviolable, Is.noMhe

held weight in an argument, it
certainly is heavy in this one.
George Orwell, in the
following quote, describes his
reactions to a civil execution
!iw witnessed while serving as
a policeman in Burma. Orwell is perplexed by the
prisoner's reaction to a puddle
while walking to the gallows.
"It is curious, but till that
moment I had never realized
what it means to destroy a
healthy, conscious man.
When I saw the prisoner step
aside to avoid the puddle, I
saw the mystery, the unspeakable wrongness, of
cutting a life short when it is in
full tide. This man was not
dying, he was alive just as we
are alive. He and we were a
party of men
walking
together, seeing, hearing,
feeling, understanding the
same world; and in two
minutes, with a sudden snap,
one of us would be gone-one
mind less, one world less."
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Small speech crowd
T
es Madison
To the Editor:
'Some peoples' minds are
like concrete - all mixed up
and firmly set." Madison
students and faculty seemed
to be determined to prove
these words spoken by Shirley
Chisholm true last Monday
night. Their conspicuous
absence at her lecture was
down grading to Madison
College. Are we really ready
to be James Madison
University?
Though in number we
deserve the title, our efforts to
educate and expand the
members of our college
community fall far short of
university status. The desired
change of our name should
bring with it a desire to create
an envitonment of education
in the fullest sense.
Accordi ng
t o
Congressmember Chisholm,
"To educate is to lead out."
We at Madison need to be led
out of sheltered existence here
on campus in order that we
may become better equipped
to function as effective
members of society.
We need to be led out of our
closed minds, opening ourselves to new opportunities for
learning. As Chisholm said,
"Learning occurs best when
motivation and interest are
internal."
This idea is contrasted by
the reality here at Madison of
the external motivation of
grades.
This
allencompassing obsession with
grades becomes evident when
we consider some concrete
illustrations. Events such as
dance concerts, symposiums,
and recitals are well attended
largely because students are
given class credit for attending. Shirley Chisholm's
lecture was not required for
many classes. The poor attendance
was
a
vivid
reflection of this.
The blame does not solely
rest on the lack of interest of
the student body.
The
Campus Program Board did a
huge injustive to themselves
as well as the student body by
the lack of publicity for the
event
Frustrated by the small
attendance, the writers set
out. determined to see what

information about the event
was at hand for the college.
One poster was quickly found
on the kiosk outside of D Hall
The next obvious place
seemed to be Warren Campus
Center. A fruitless search
throughout the post office led
us upstairs only to find a blank
bulletin board labeled "CPB
Coming Attractions."
Being diligent searchers,
we even checked the back of
said bulletin board. There
facing the wall, was the
second Shirley Chisholm
poster. Discouraged as we
were, we looked no farther.
Immediately, we noticed
yet another unexcusable
omission. Even the available
posters failed to mention who
Shirley Chisholm is.
Seemingly,this does not pose a
problem. Yet when asked who
she was, several Madison
students could not answer.
Some attempts were an actress, a singer, and a
comedian. Even worse, the
topic of her lecture was
not mentioned at all.
As Chisholm herself said,
she is the "wearer of many
hats."
This makes it
necessary to clarify for
potential audiences the exact
subject with which she will
deal. Her topic Monday night,
"Rethinking Alternatives in
Education,' might have come
as a surprise to some.
However, what could be more
applicable for a oollege that
trains so many in the field of
education.
Despite the small audience to
hear this nationally influential speaker, students
and faculty continue to clamor
for more and bigger names. If
this persists, Madison will be
able to draw speakers of
Chisholm's calibre. Being a
relatively small institution is
an immediate hinderance;
however, this could be
overcome with greater interest from the college
community.
As a community, let us
accept the challenge to
become better informed and
more actively involved in the
world around us.
Kathy Talley and Rhonda Van
Dyke

'Intramural ruling unfair9
To the Editor:
I am very upset over the
latest intramural ruling which
states that no one who has
been on a varsity roster in a
specific sport can participate
in that sport (or related sport)
on an intramural basis.
My main argument is that
there should be a possible set
up for those who competed in
a varsity sport for two or more
years. It is very difficult to
try convince me that playing a
sport for one year is going to
make a person that much
more spectacular an athlete in
comparison to someone who
has not played a varsity sport!
Take myself for example;
as a freshman I played for the
1973-74 Madison College
baseball team. I was phased
out of the program after this
one year and have been
playing intramural softball
tor the Outcasts for the two
years afterwards.
I have never felt (and I'm
sure others will agree) that we
as a team killed the competitiveness of the softball
program by being either too
dominant or overwhelming

compared to our opponents.
My point is that I hardly
feel like I am so superior an
athlete that my presence on
the softball field will make all
others wither away in fear.
That idea is Absurd! This is
my main concern. I have
looked forward to the spring
season each of the past few
years just to be able to participate in' the softball
program, and now according
to this new ruling, I will be
denied this love of mine.
Everyone who is involved
in the intramural program
should sit back and evaluate
one other thing. Why was this
rule change enstated after
almost a full semester of
intramural activities had been
completed?
Please do not get me
wrong, I am not trying to
degrade anyone- that is not
the purpose of this letter. I am
suggesting that no new rules
can be fairly passed halfway
through an active schedule.
This is not fair at all and
fairness is what this issue is
all about!
Conrad Calandra
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Readers 'forum
Corrects flu article 'errors'
To The Editor:
I would like to correct the
errors
concerning
my
statements about swine flu
which appeared in the
November 19 issue, beginning
with the headline, "Swine
epidemic unlikely." In my
opinion, based on the the
research I've done, a swine flu
epidemic is indeed likely.
From past experience with
influenza as a communicable
disease, when a new flu virus
strain is discovered in a
population, as at Fort Dix, an
epidemic often follows in the
next flu season.

through vaccination, which
was not available in 1918.
Because most of us do not
carry antibodies against this
new virus, public health officials expect the epidemic to
occur this winter.
Of the more than 500
soldiers infected with swine
flu at Fort Due, some experienced mild symptoms,
others exhibited typical flu
symptoms. To date, there is
no evidence that swine flu
symptoms are clinically
distinguishable from.other flu
strains, or that they are more
severe. The soldier who dieo

'antibiotics are not effective
against viruses'
However, the point that
was apparently confused, is
that, in my opinion, there is
little or no reason to expect
the kind of catastrophy that
occurred in 1918-19.
The
epidemic expected to occur
this winter is more accurately
likened to the past Hong Kong
and Asian flu epidemics
Many deaths resulting
from the 1918-19 epidemic
were the result of secondary
bacterial pneumonia, and not
from the flu itself. Today
treatment with antibiotics will
reduce the possibility of death
from bacterial infection.
Antibiotics are not, however,
effective against viruses.
Also today, we can take a
step toward prevention

left his sick bed to participate
in the night march.
Swine flu is not likely to be
contracted from eating pork
Influenza is restricted to the
respiratory tract and does not
infect muscle, which is the
part normally eaten.
Moreover, the virus is killed
by the cooking temperature
recommended for pork. Food
may serve as a vehicle of
transmission
by
con
tamination by an infected
person.
The systemic reaction
from the vaccine results from
the antigen-antibody response
by the body. Because the
virus used in the vaccine is
killed, the . vaccine cannot
infect a person with the flu.

It is doubtful that vaccines
will ever eradicate the flu.
Flu viruses, because of their
genetic arrangement, have
the ability to change their
antigwlftlty, thus making any
vaccine developed against a
former flu'train ineffective
against the new one. Vaccines
can minimize the number of
infections, especially when
administered on such a large
scale.
/
Small pox has not been
eliminated. It was believed in
October when only two cases
had been reported to the
World Health Organization,
that its eradication was near.
Recently, however, twelve
more cases have been
reported worldwide.
Unfortunately,
these
clarifications may come too
late for those who intended to
be immunized by the college
Health Center. The government is making the vaccine
available, free of charge,
through family physicians
however, one may be charged
for the office visit
0

Leslie Fink

'Disgusted with personal attacks*
To the Editor
. After reading the Breeze,
I am totally disgusted with the
students of Madison College.
I am referring to the personal
attacks made upon administrators and campus
organizations, mainly Jim
Logan, Jerry Weaver, and the
Campus Program Board.
These attacks are being made
by individual students and the
SGA.
Student organizations are
for students and run by
students. If they fail, it is
because the students fail. The
students on this campus are
tilted with apathy There is no
interest, no enthusiasm, no

involvement. Everyone expects the other guy to do the
work.
If you want success you
must work for it. Working
together, not against one
another will produce better
results than complaining
about one another.
SGA is interested in improving this campus, but has
approached the problem in the
wrong way. Criticizing and
making demands upon the
CPB will only further alienate
them from the students who
are at least trying.
Suggesting alternatives wouUg
oe much more constructive.
I really believe the real

problem lies in the apathy expressed Dy the students. CPB
consists of seven committees,
all are student run. On two
committees there are students
who are not willing to work.
The chairman ends up doing
all the work herself. Who is to
blame? The students.
All movies chosen are
picked by students. If you are
unhappy with the movies, get
on the movie committee and
help choose them. Let your
opinions be known now, not
after the movies have already
been chosen. Writing a letter
complaining won't help the
present situation.
Get involved if you are dissatisfied!
If you have questions
concerning concerts, movies,
Wilson Hall, stop by the CPB
office and ask questions and
perform for 20 people.
voice your opinion. Student
The price of the Stormin'
involvement produces better
Norman & Suzie show was
programs. I also see no point
lowered to "free" and people
in personally
insulting
still preferred to throw money
people, nothing it acinto the juke box across the
complished by this.
hall.
Effective
com
I feel students should give
municationiss also important
the CPB a chance and take
Administrators Jerry Weaver
advantage of what is here. If
and Jim Logan
Kople do not like what is
weren't allowed to participate
ing offered, it would be wise
in the meeting between CPB
for them to join a committee
and SGA. They were unable to
or go into the office ami Kilk* "explain their policies. What is
over.
the purpose of this break in
Letters to the Editor cutthe fines of communication?
ting down the CPB only cause
Is this the policy of
tension, and nothing conorganizations trying to better
structive is a result but the
one another?
appearance of hard feelings.
Maureen J. Hamilton
Kathv Fleister

'Complaints don't help'
To the Editor:
Madison College offers its
students many opportunities.
The gymnasium, library,
college farm and student
center give housing to various
types of expression.
The Campus Program
Board also offers many activities in which the students
may participate.
There is
much to be taken advantage
of, and I feel the majority of
students are allowing these
opportunities to pass them by.
I have worked on two CPB
committees. So-few people
come see good shows such as
Stormin' Norman & Suzie,
who usually get $8.00 a ticket,
but come to Madison and

*
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^Turkey talk*

The turkey is alive, well and thriving
Rockingham County - turkey capital of the world
ft*

t'('i**-**'

By DWAYNE YANCEY
When Benjamin Franklin
suggested that the turkey be
made the national bird, his
fellow patriots quickly
brushed the idea aside and
chose -instead the more .
dignified bald eagle.
After this brief flirtation
with fame, the turkey sank
back into obscurity with the
reputation of being little more
than a stupid, albeit tasty,
bird.
Two hundred years later,
however, as the bald eagle is
fast disappearing, the turkey
is alive and well and thriving
in Rockingham County-"The
Turkey Capital of the World."
Rockingham owes its title
to the late Charles W.
Wampler who, in the early
1920's, was the county extension agent. Struggling to
support his wife and nine
children, he raised a few
turkeys to supplement his
income.
As was the practice in those
days, the birds were raised
"on the range" and allowed to
roam wherever they pleased.
It took many a long hour in the
evening to round up those
turkeys which managed to
survive predators and sudden
weather changes.
Chasing stubborn turkeys
across fields every evening
did not appeal to Wampler,
so he set to work to find an
easier way to raise the fowl.
One day in 1923 he got the
notion of hatching a few eggs
in an incubator and brooding
them under an oil heater.
When, to his surprise, it
worked, he wrote letters to 25
college professors across the
country seeking their opinion
oh his new method of raising
turkeys.
Most did not even reply to
such a ridiculous question.
Those who did said that it
couldn't be done-all except
one poultry professor at
Virginia Tech who suggested
Wampler continue to experiment.
Within four years, Wampler's attempts at raising
turkeys artificially had
become so successful he was
able to resign as county agent
•and found a feed T~*"~i*&
company.
He continued to hatch
turkeys in incubators and

worked out contracts with
local farmers who raised
them to maturity. The farmers soon found that the birds
were much easier to raise
when bred scientifically and,
thus more profitable.
Soon Wampler added a
hatchery and processing plant
and Rockingham County was
well-on its way to becoming
"The Turkey Capital of the
World."
Today, four million, or
about 70 per cent, of all
Virginia turkeys are raised in
Rockingham County.
At one time, hillsides for
miles around were white with
flocks of turkeys on the range.
Now, due to Wampler's lead of
starting turkeys inside, more
than half the birds are raised
indoors.
"People now go through
Rockingham County and don't
see any turkeys and they
wonder where they are," said
Charles Wampler,
Jr.,
president of Wampler Feeds.
With automation, "one man
can take care of 25,000 turkeys
with no trouble at all," he
added.
In addition to automated
feeding and watering, all
turkeys are now artifically

inseminated.
Turkeys, by
way of scientific breeding, are
now rather plump, and when
raised indoors where they do
no more than eat and drink,
the toms become too large and
clumsy to breed naturally.
When sold to processing
plants, turkey hens average 15
pounds and toms 24 pounds,
although some have weighed
in at over 40 pounds.
One thing that modern
science has not been able to
produce is a smart turkey.
The old saying that "the
only thing dumber than a
turkey is the guy that tries to
grow'em" is still very much
alive.
Turkeys are extremely
nervous creatures and, when
frightened, have been known
to rush into corners, forming
piles five feet high.
Turkey still ranks far
behind other meats in consumption, primarily because
it is thought of as only a
Thanksgiving bird, something
the turkey industry is trying to
change.
Bumper stickers
proclaiming "Get Perky-Eat
Turkey" abound and it is often
pointed out that, with the
exception of fish, turkey is the

highest in protein and lowest
in calories of all meats. .
' It is even said* that eating
turkey guarantees a long life.
There may be some truth to
this, as Wampler died this
May at the age of 91.
His portait, designated as
the "Father of the Modern
Turkey Industry," hangs in
the Poultry Hall of Fame at
the University of Maryland.

Although some turkey toms
reach 40 pounds, the largest
turkeys in Rockingham
County weigh almost 400
pounds.
These are three
turkey statues which stand at
the county line on Rt. 11 and 33
east.
The turkey may not have
been made the national bird,
but one would never know that
in Rockingham County.

Photos by Jerry Caldwell
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How to courses required

- a

are placed in the school where
they want to teach, said
Travelstead, adding that a
student's major sometimes
prevents him from being
placed in the school of his
choice.
t
Travelstead tries to place
students locally, within 35-40
miles from campus.
Student teachers are not
placed all around the state
because faculty supervisors
cannot travel very far and
teach, he said. In addition,
other colleges do not want
Madison students teaching in
their geographic area.
Recently, four or five
elementary education
students have been placed in
Richmond inner city schools.
"This is only for those
students who want that experience," said Travelstead.
Madison has the most
students taking teacher
education in Virginia, and
made 809 student teaching
placements during the 1975-76
school year.
About 10 per cent of the
placements are sent back to

By LINDA MCCREADY
Second of two articles
Student teach. §; is the
"end of the pip'^me," according to Jim T-- ivelstead,
coordinator
oi
student
teaching. It is the last exE hence an education student
s before he graduates.
Before student teaching, a
student must take a sequence
of professional education
courses consisting of methods
and materials, or "how to"
courses, Travelstead said.
Applications for student
teaching are screened by a
certification analyst who
checks the student's courses
and grade point averages at
the Records Office. A student
must have a 2.0 grade point
average before he can student
teach.
Travelstead interviews all
applicants, then sends a
request list to the schools
where students want to teach.
His first priority.is to try to
assign student teachers to the
school they have requested.
Three out of four students
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the student teaching office,
said Travelstead. This may
be because a cooperating
teacher or a principal decides
they cannot accomodate a
student teacher.
"I have always been able to
place a student teacher," even
though it may have been at the
last minute, Travelstead said.
Placements are not always
satisfactory, he said. For
example, a cooperating
teacher may not allow the
student to get enough teaching
experience or there might be a
communication problem
between the student and the
cooperating teacher.
It would be "cutting our
own throat" to refuse to use
that school again, Travelstead
said. He tries to work out the
problem with the cooperating
teacher so that the placement
can be used again.
"Communication is vital,"
he said, because most
problems result from a lack of
communication.
Supervisors do an "excellent job" in keeping
problems to a minimum, he
said.
A supervisor acts as a "gobetween" between the student
teacher and
the
administration, according to
Janet Hopkins, a student
teaching supervisor for early
childhood and elementary
education.
As a supervisor, Hopkins
must visits student teacher at
least fourtimesmce during an
orientation meeting and the
rest as observations.
Occasionally, the supervisor must visit the student an
extra time, because the
student teacher was not doing
"something
observable"
during the original visits, she
said. Such a case would occur
when the student teacher was
administering a test during
the first visit.
Hopkins likes to see
elementary education
students teaching a variety of
subjects,
such
' as
mathematics, reading and
social studies.
Sometimes
a
student
teacher will ask her to visit
the class if there will be a
special
program
or
culminating activity to a
teaching unit, she said.
As a supervisor, Hopkins is
free to schedule her visits in
any way. Usually she visits
schools that are clustered in
(Continued on Page !•)

SPECIAL

LAI ( HING CHEUNG, seel, of the International Club at
Madison College, and Nabil Abuznaid, president of the club,
demonstrate the operation of a Palestine water pipe one of the
many artifacts exhibited at the club's exhibition held last week
at the Campos Center.
nmn<M MMVM

Slayton wins ROTC aivard
Bernard Slayton, a senior
from Lynchburg, has been
presented a Distinguished
Military Student Award for
his participation in the
Madison Reserve Officers'
Training Corps (ROTC)
program.
Slayton, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy L Slayton of 800
Greenfield Drive, is also one
of the captains of the Madison
football team.
The Distinguished Military
Student Award was presented
to Slayton by Madison
President
Ronald E.
Carrier and Lt. Col. Walter
Shugart III in ceremonies in
the president's office.
The
award
is
for
"displaying outstanding

List $44
85

qualities of leadership, high
moral character, noteworthy
academic achievement and
exceptional aptitude for
military service."
Earlier, Slayton had been
appointed Cadet Lieutenant
Colonel and Commander of
the Cadet Battalion at
Madison.
Shugart, military science
professor, said Slayton's
"aggressiveness and competitive spirit, which he
demonstrates so well on the
football field, have been honed
to a fine edge of leadership
through his participation in
Army ROTC at Madison
College and Fort Bragg, N.C."
Slayton will be eubible to
receive a Regular Army
commission after graduation
from Madison, Shugart said.
Slayton was an honorable
mention selection to the
Associated Press College
Division All-America team in
1974 and a first team all-state
College Division player.
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A TIME TO BE SERIOUS AND A TIME TO
RELAX. Olloist Mark Ascher of the Madison
Chamber Orchestra seriously studies his

music at a Friday rehearsal before relaxing
during a humorous intermission.
Photo by Wall Morgan
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Madison orchestra provides 'outlet for artists
By JEFF BYRNE
Founded in the fall of 1971,
the Madison Community
Orchestra has expanded from
a
relatively
unknown
organization of 22 community
and college musicians to a
full-scale orcheatra which
performs four concerts per
year with a slightly larger
membership
of
96
professional, semi-pro and
student musicians.
According to Dr. Ben
Wright, director of the the
orchestra and its off-shoot
group, the Madison College
Chamber Orchestra, the
c unique asset of community
involvement
has
been
essential to the growth of the
orchestra.
A true community -college
orchestra provides many
things for both the community
and the college, according to
Wright. It provides the
community with an "outlet"
for interest in the fine arts and
a
chance for
capable
musicians within the community to pursue their interests in performance.
The orchestra benefits the
college by providing music

students with another way of
earning
required
performance credits. The faculty
of the college is also invited to
perform.
"Both groups gain in that
the orchestra provides a basis
for culture in the community,
which Wright believes is
important. People feel good if
there is some cultural activity
within the community which
they can get into "even if only
peripherally."
What kind of people join the
orchestra from the community?
A widely varied
group, according to Wright.
Retired nurses, professors'
wives, one Vietnam refugee,
and my daughter Amy, who ,
who plays violin," Wright
said. There are also four
students from local high
schools who have no other
outlet for their talents, as
their schools have no orchestras.
How does the combination
of older professionals and
students work out? Very well,
apparently.
They are all
"very serious" about their
music and dedicated to it "or

else they wouldn't be here in
the first place."
Dedication is indeed an
important aspect of the orchestra. Some of the community musicians must come
from Woodstock and Staunton
for rehersals and performances.
None of the
musicians are reimbursed for
their troubles.
The "sheer joy of playing"
and a love for music is what
makes them do it, said
Wright. The music department, which sponsors the
orchestra, hasn't enough
money to pay for gas,
babysitters and such like for
people who have to drive in
from out of town. Although
Dr. Wright would like to see
some sort of program set up to
reimburse these people, he
says he has "no complaints"
about
the
orchestra's
monetary situation.
Answering a question about
possible CPB financing for the
orchestra, Wright replied that
he doesn't think the CPB
should become involved.
"They already have enough
programs on their hands.
"And besides" he said,

"I don't fool myself about the
popularity of the orchestra. I
know that we appeal to a
limited audience.
The problem with money,
according to Dr. Wright, is
that colleges are out for visual
spectacle rather than longerlasting aesthetic values. The
marching band is, therefore,
more popular than the orchestra.
What about student interest

.--■

"tht" orchestra has helped
put Madison on the map*

'Jazz groups display growth'
By GARY FUNSTON
The Madison Jazz Ensemble and Jazz Band
displayed much growth by
individual soloists as well as
by the groups themselves in
their concert Thursday night.
The Jazz Band, under the
direction of Dr. John Cryder,
opened the program with
"The Raven Speaks," a fastpaced number with a bluesrock rhythm mat was to
characterize several of the
group's seclections.
The Jazz Band has matured
into a strong group, performing difficult charts by
such well-known composers
as Thad Jones, Oliver Nelson
and Woody Herman
Following the concert, Jazz
Ensemble Director Dr.
George West commented that
the Jazz Band has developed

to the point that there no
longer exist a "varsity-junior
varsity" relationship between
the two groups. He said that
the band's solo voices are also
becoming more distinctive.
Next on the schedule was
the recently formed eightpiece Jazz-Rock Combo. The
intention of the Combo, according to Dr. West, is to give
students experience in improvisation as well as in small
ensemble playing.
The
Combo performed their two
pieces competeltly, but
seemed somewhat uncertain
and reserved.
After a short intermission,
Dr. West and the Jazz Ensemble took the stage, leading
off with the familiar theme
from "Mannix." The Ensemble lived up to its
reputation,' established by

previous performances, as an
exciting group with an excellent feel for big-band
music.
The varied program
provided a good showcase for
the ever-growing talents of the
Ensemble's soloists, notably
Boyd Robertson on trumpet,
pianist Will Kaplan and
several others.
The concert drew a fairly
large but an unusually
receptive audience. Dr. West
remarked that this concert
was one of the Ensemble's
best performances to date,
ranking with last year's Bill
Watrous show.
The Jazz Ensemble, will
present another concert in
February, and possibly some
Campus Center "pubs" in the
meantime.
-
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Vienna, Va., a largely
professional organization,
invites the orchestra to many
of its festivals and activities.
The orchestra is also listed in
directories such as "Musical
America."
"You'd be amazed at the
amount of mail from concert
artists asking for bookings
here," said Wright. "I've got
a whole drawer full of letters." He said he would like to

pi

see the orchestra get enough
in the orchestra? Wright is
money to be able to afford
"pleased" with the interest
guest conductors.
shown, and would like to see
What about the programs
more. "Our major problem is
themselves?. "We rehearse
publicity" he said. Under
one night a' week for three
state law, the orchestra
hours with an average of six
cannot use state money to
rehearsals per concert,"
publicize their programs.
Wright said. The orchestra
"We get into What's What,"
tries as much as possible to
but besides that and departcombine classical European
ment-printed flyers, there is
styles of music with American
virtually no advertizing.
20th-century composers.
He believes, however, that
"Some of the older people
the format of WMRA has
don't really like the 20thenlightened many students to
century music, but they don't
"art music."
say much" laughs Wright. He
Also the music 200 courses
feels that playing 20th-century
often require attendance at
music as well as the. classics is
rehersals
and
perimportant for two reasons:
formances,
making the
"First, the people need to hear
students more aware of the
20th-centruy music, especially
orchestra.
by Americans. Secondly, the
Wright believes one of the
students certainly are goint to
reasons the orchestra is not
have to know how to play it."
even more popular is that the
Doesn't constant rehearsal
performances are free.
tend to get tedious? Wright
Contrary to popular belief,
believes that rehearsals are
people don't fall all over
indeed physically tedious but
themselves for something
"mentally stimulating." He
free, he said. Although the
compares constant rehearsal
hall is usually fairly well filled
on an instrument to an athlete
for a concert, Wright said
who logs no matter what the
"People feel that if something
weather. "That same kind of
is free that it can't be any
determination is present."
good."
However, the orchestra has no plans to change
Wright said the student
musicians' interest is one of
for future concerts.
the driving forces in the orAlthough not greatly apchestra's goal of high-quality
preciated by the students, the
performance. Many students
orchestra has to some extent
who had never performed in
helped put Madison "on the
an orchestra before are
map." The American Symphony Orchestra Leaguer-te(Continued •» Page**—
>
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'Carrie could be year's box office s
By GREGORY BYRNE
Brian De Palma's "Carrie"
is a terrifyingly good movie,
and could very well be the box
office sleeper of the year.
In a yea** of dreadfully dull
movie fare, "Carrie" sweeps
majestically into the theatre
circuit to seduce those of us
who still shiver in the shower
in expectation of Tony Perkins
in drag.
The Hitchcockian analogy
is a good one. De Palma's
newest creepy-crawly is the
best American terror flick
since the Old Master's
"Psycho," far surpassing the
marginal tingles of stuff like
"The Exorcist" and "The
Omen."
De Palma, best known for
his horror feature "Sisters,"
has obviously decided to cash
in on the recent resurgence of
the horror movie and combined the appealing elements
of that genre with a large dose
of the innocence lost film
motif, a la "American
Graffitti" and "Summer of
'42." He also exploits the
element of terror that evil
children, even high-school
aged ones, are capable of
eliciting in most of us.
The story concerns one
Carrie White, a shy, awkward
girl in a small, presumably
New England, town. Carrie's
mother, a fanatic fundamentalist preacher, makes
a habit of beating and
berating her offspring, often
shutting her into a closet to
pray forgiveness of God for
her imagined sinfulness.
Indeed, the themes of sin,
sanctity and salvation crop up
continually in the movies' 90

minutes.
Carrie runs into trouble at
school as well. She, like many
a shy girl, suffers sadistic
treatment at the hands of her
classmate, who rightly perceive her as being "different." Just how different,

one for casting unknowns, or
at least little-knowns in his
films. In this case, Sissy
Spacek (Carrie) and William
Katt(Tommy) prove the point
that newcomers can, with
good direction, often turn in
performances equal to or

iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimii

'there are obvious manifestations
of Hitchcock's influence9
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they little know.
All
proceeds
quite
predictably , even to the point
of including a sympathetic
woman gym instructor who
helps out poor Carrie. Just as
the audience is lulled into
thinking they are watching an
outtake of "Room 222," the
backward misfit is invited to
the prom by the most
desirable date In the school.
But even in her glory she is
fated for one final humiliation.
Then there's this strange
power Carrie has . . .
Beyond this I will say no
more, too often reviewers
destroy the psychological
moment by preparing the
viewer for it. You will have no
such treatment her.
Not that De. Palma helps
sustain the suspense much
himself at first. His treatment
of Carrie's power early in the
movie is heavyhanded. There
is little doubt that Carrie is
indeed unusual and that she
possesses some unearthly
power. All that is left to the
viewer is the delightful tingle
of waiting to see what happens
when the strange girl is
pushed a little too far.
_ De Palma has always been

A Centerpiece of fall flower's
always adds to a
Thanksgiving Table

better than those of seasoned
professionals.
Spacek turns in a letterperfect performance, handling the changes in her
character with adroitness and
professionalism. Kerr, whose
physique and golden blonde
' curls remind one of an
American Roger Daltry, is
neither too cloying or too
snotty as the high school track
start. Amy Irving, as Rommy's girlfriend who gives up
her prom to help Carrie,
delivers a fine, sensitive
portrayal.
Piper Laurie (remember
"The Hustler"?) begins well
as the fanatic mother, but
becomes a source of laughter
rather than terror in the la
tegoing.
It seems impossible to
discuss the techniques of De
Palma without comparison to
the Old Master himself. It is
no secret that De Palma, like
Martin Soresces any many
other modern directors, is an
admirer of Hitchcock, and the
admiration shows.
"Carrie," though not as
Hitchcockian as the the
brilliant, terrifying "Sisters,"
is chock full of neat little
touches inspired by the Old
Master.
There are the obvious
technical manifestations of
Hitchcock's influence . The
shadow of a hand suggests the

Newby V
Custom T-Shirts
Chibs-Dorms-Frato"

INC.
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273 E. Market St.
434-4461
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115 Water SL

terror to come.' Quick, precise
intercutting and montage
during the climactic prom
scene work as well as
anvthing Hitchcock has ever
done. The use of subjective
camera shots reveals plot
elements. The subtle use of
lighting and music hightens
the almost unbearable
suspense.
But it is the philosophical
similarities that are most
interesting It is no accident
that a i basically good, kind
action results in unspeakable
evil. Good and evil are inseparable in the world of
Hitchcock and De Palma.
They are not opposite sides
of the coin nor are they
exaggerations of one another.
They are one and the same
thing, making human life all
the more complicated by their
existence.
In De Palma's films, like
those of Hitchcock, the good
must suffer along with the
bad. During the prom scene,
one is continually reminded
of. the climactic carousel
scene from Hit
chcockVStrangers on a
Train." The statement in
each is a powerful one.
De Palma brings into play
an eroticism that the Old
Master never really got into.
The opening credits sequence,
designed to show the natural
innocence of the girl's locker
room is one of the most erotic
moments in recent films.
There is a constant sexual
tension throughout the film,
kept alive by the director's
fondness for tight shots of the
attractive women who
dominate the cast and the
equating of the horrible
practical joke with a nearorgasmic release.
The nature of terror,
however, is a major point of
difference between the two
directors. "Carrie" is much
closer to parts of "Psycho"
and the whole of "The Birds"
than to any other Hitchcock
film, while "Sisters," De
Palma's last major success
more in common with the
better moments of "Psycho"
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and with "Strangers on a
Train."
As terrifying as the film
is, it still relates basically to
an unreal, artificial world. It
is the visceral terror of a little
girl possessed by a
Georgetown demon of the
terror of a giant shark. It is
the terror of a brutal knife
murder in the shower or of
discovering a picked-over
corpse in the bedroom.
It is not the controlled
terror of a psychopathic killer
who makes a deal to swap
murders, or the eerie,
haunting voice of a man
speaking in the role of his
dead mother.
De Palma, like Hitchcock
in his weaker moments, exploits the superficial, outworldly elements of terror. In
his better moments, Hitchcock proves that the most
lasting, haunting terror comes
of plumbing the depths of the
human soul and discovering
the potential for evil in all of
us.
Still-a slight complaint for
such a good movie. This is a
must for all Hitchcock and De
Palma fans, and highly
recommended for those who
seek a better thrill than an 11year old spitting pea soup.

Orchestra
1
'outlet
(Continued from Page 8)

joining and getting "turned on
In to it," he added.
What future plans does
Wright have for the orchestra? He said he would
like to see the formation of a
Symphony Board, composed
of faculty, students and
community members as a
policy-making body for the
orchestra, the board could
also be in charge of raising
more money for the future of
the orcbeatra. Wright would
hate to see the musicians
themselves engaged in
money-raising, because
"They're busy enough as it is"
with rehearsals and performances, and it "wouldn't
be fair" to them.
The orchestra's next
Ksrformance will be Tuesday,
ovember 23 at 8 p.m. in
Wilson Auditorium. The
program is entitled "Musk
From the American Stage"
and includes music by
Rodgers and Hammerstein,
Bernstein and others. The
concert is, of course, free to
the public.

'Outstanding
woman9 named
Delegate Dorothy McDermott of Fairfax County
has been named "outstanding
woman of Virginia" by the
Madison College Faculty
Women's Caucus.
The award was presented
Saturday at the annual
Dominion Lecture Series
sponsored by the caucus.
McDermott is in her
seventh term in the House of
Delegates.
Dr. Marilyn
Crawford cited McDermott's
"significant achievements" in
aiding education, health
services, mental health, the
aged, the environment, and
colleges and universities.
McDermott serves on nine
committees in the house and is
the first and only woman to
serve on the appropriations
committee.

r
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Announcements

Remains discovered
at Indian
s

1

The
remains
of
a
previously-unknown
stockaded Indian village have
been discovered near the site
of the proposed Gathright
Reservoir in Bath County by a
group of archeologists from
Madison College.
Dr. Clarence Geier, an
archeologist on the Madison
faculty, said the fact that the
village is stockaded makes it a
particularly significant find.
Thearcheological team has
received a grant from the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers to
study the area, which will be
destroyed or flooded with the
dam's construction. At least
11 archeological sites will be
affected by the dam's construction, Geier said.
The stockaded village may
date to around 1,000 A.D.
Radio-carbon tests will be
used to more accurately
determine its age, Geier said.
The settlement is now only
partly uncovered, but two
sections of the palisade more
than 300 feet long have been
identified, along with a series
of houses.
Archeologists from
Madison, as well as the
Covington-Clifton Forge area,
are working at the site on a
daily basis. On weekends, they
are joined by a number of
Madison
students
and
members of the Roanoke
chapter of the Virginia Archeological Society.
Some trash pits or fire
hearths have been found in a
few of the houses, Geier said,

but little evidence of human
activity has been discoered.
Many of the posts in the
houses and in the stockade
wall had been burned. "This
fact and the surprisingly light
distribution of tools and waste
debris indicate that the village
may have been burned soon
after it was built," he said.
Artifacts already
found
include arrowheads, scraping
tools and knives. Few items of
pottery have been found.
Evidence uncovered indicates the village, located
near the junction of Mud Run
and the Jackson River, may
have been occupied by a group
of farmers, Geier said. The
archeologists will investigate
a number of other sites in the
Jackson River Valley before
the area is flooded.
To date, sites have been
found which may date to as
early as 3,000 B.C. Other sites
range up to homesteads used
by European immigrants in
the middle of the 18th Century.
This is the second major
archeological project headed
by Geier in the past sue
months.
This summer, he headed a
special project at Madison
which involved a field
program at a site near the
Shenandoah
River
in
Rockingham County.
The site there was being
demolished for construction of
a new bridge across the river.
A number of Indian sites were
investigated and studied in
that area by the archeologists.

All announcements
submitted to the Breeze
must be double-spaced
typed, signed by an officer of the organization
and hand delivered to the
Breeze office.
Deadlines for announcements are 3 p.m.
Tuesday for the Friday
paper, and 3 p.m.
Saturday for the Tuesday
paper.
All announcements are
subject to editing and are
printed on a spaceavailable basis.

Wrestling
The
Madison
College
wrestling team will open their
1976-77 season on Wednesday,
Dec. 1 against Howard
University at 7:30 p.m. in
Godwin Hall.

Home ec. majors
All home economics majors
and minors are invited to the
annual holiday party sponsored by the Student Faculty
Relations Council in Moody
Lounge at 6:30 p.m. Dec. 1 .
Refreshments
and
entertainment will be provided
with an international flair.

WMRA opera

Last Chance Party

Saturday, Nov. 27, WMRA
will present the La Scala
Opera Company's "Simon
Boccanegra*' by Guiseppe
Verdi. "Simon Boccanegra"
is an opera of political intrigue
in the 14th century.
WMRA will also present the
love story "The Ballad .of
Baby Doe" by Douglas Moore
and John Latouche on
Tuesday, Nov. 23, from 6:309:30 p.m. The program will be
hosted by Dr. Donald Pruitt of
'the Madison College Foreign
Languages and Literature
Department.

Garber Hall will be
sponsoring a Last Chance
Party on Dec. 9 from 8-12 at
the Auto Auction featuring a
top notch band. There willbe
40 kegs. Buses will leave
hourly from the D-Hall.
Tickets are $2 in advance and
$2.50 at the door. Tickets will
be on sale at Garber Hall and
will be sold in each dorm
several nights before the
party.

Summer school
A tentative listing of
courses to be offered in the
1977 summer school is now
available in the Summer
School Office, Wilson 107.

Head resident
Applications are now being
accepted for a male head
resident position open for the
spring semester. Applications
can be picked up at 102
Alumnae Hall or Dottie
White's office in Weaver Hall.
Deadline is Nov. 23

Career
Planning
&
Placement
Office
November
Interview
Schedule
Tuesday, Nov. 23
Buena Vista City Schools
Tuesday, Nov. 30
Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co.
Tuesday, Nov. 30
Burroughs Corp.

Family Week
Madison College public
radio station WMRA-FM (90.7
mhz) will broadcast a special
five-part series "Family
Under
Stress"
during
National Family Week, Nov.
22-26 from 5 - 6:30 p.m. daily.
Among the topics covered
will be remarriage, how to get
rid of prejudice against step
parents and siblings, and how
children deal with the death of
a parent.
Counseling
The Counseling Center is
looking for one senior and one
freshman to be on the
Counseling Center Advisory
Board and to provide the
Counseling Center with information about student
concerns and opinions.
Contact Dr. Jon Mclntire, 200
Alumnae Hall, or 6552.

Pulsar
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'How to' courses required 1
(Continued from Page 7>
an area on the same day.
Hopkins
evaluates
a,
student teacher on many
different criteria, she said,
including voice quality, facial
expression, how the student
teacher relates to the school
staff, consistency in lesson
planning, and whether his
teaching reflects the training
and philosophy learned in the
classroom
The main point of student
teaching is for the student to
take over the leadership role
in the classroom gradually,
Hopkins said.
At the beginning, the
cooperating teacher is the
"head leader of the team,"
she said.
Gradually, the
cooperating teacher becomes
a subordinate as the student
teacher becomes a subordinate as the student teacher
begins to direct the class. In
the final weeks, the teacher
may vacate the classroom
while the student teacher is

supervising the class, Hopkins
said.
The role of the student
teacher
varies
from
classroom to classroom. A
student teacher "should
become as much of a member
of the staff as possible, but he
shouldn't
overstep
his
bounds," she said.
A student teacher should be
friendly, prompt and loyal to
the principal and the
cooperating teacher, Hopkins
said.
Last
year,
Hopkins
supervised local schools and
schools in Albermarle County
and Charlottesville.
During the second eight
weeks, Hopkins will probably
supervise 10 student teachers.
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By CINDY SMOOT
"Do you think the
Honor Code at Madison is
strong enough? Why or why
not? What improvements or
changes would you recommend?"
Meg Coradi(Freshman): "I
think it's strong enough in the
sense that they will take action against people caught
cheating. But I'm not sure
that solves the problem of
cheating. I'm sure there's a
lot of people who cheat that
don't get caught."

Camp us Comments—
George Carter (Sophomore):
"I think it's strong enough,
but they don't use it enough.
It's not really enforced. I
guess sometimes it's really
hard to enforce. I think they
should enforce what they have
already."
George Finnell (Senior):
"Yeah, I would say it is
relatively strong. I think
people are less concerned with
basic studies, they don't mind
cheating in that area. Clean it
up, quicker and faster in some
way."

Renee Dalton (Sophomore):
"I think so. but the reason why
I don't know. Everyone should
know what the Honor Code is
and have an understanding of
exactly what it's about, the
purpose behind it."
Bruce Kiracofe (Sophomore):
"I don't think it is really,
because a lot of people don't
care about cheating. A lot of
people don't know what, the
Honor Code is and how it
applies to them. I don't know
how it could be improved."

^HE BREEZE, Tuesday,

GEORGE FINNELL

MARY LOU HANSEN
Mary
Lou
Hansen
(Sophomore): "No, because
students don't pay attention to
it. There should be increased
penalties and students should
be more aware of the code."
Mary Hopkins (Junior) "I
think the Honor Code would be
strong enough if it were enforced. I don't think it is
upheld by the students."
Robert Lee (Junior): "I've
never really had any contact
with it because I've never
been in any trouble, but I think
it's strong enough."

David Porter (Junior): "I
don't think it's really strong
enough but people don't really
talk about it. People take it for
Santed that it's something
i school has."
John McMahon (Junior) "It's
not too strong. It's not really
abided by by the students. The
students should be more
aware that there is an Honor
Code."
Randy Stokes (Freshman):
"Yeah, in some cases, but
students don't abide by it.
There's more cheating done in
college than high school "
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Gene Fagelson (Junior): *i
couldn't even tell you the
Honor Code at Madison. I'm
not really aware of the
penalties other than you can
be expelled. I comes down to
your word against theirs."
Jim Mattingly (Freshman)
"Not really, There's no real
enforcement of it. More
people should know the Honor
Code and there should be
stricter enforcement"
David Earman (Sophomore):
"Not really. There's a lot of
cheating going around that
usually doesn't occur in other
schools. They should start
kicking people out of school
for cheating violations."
Leonard Minus (Freshman):
"I think it's not strong enough
in that the students shouldn't
have to tell on each other. If
someone catches us it should
be the teacher."
Linda Joyce (Freshman):
"No, I guess not. I've already
seen it broken in some of my
classes. There should be
required classes about the
Honor Code."

RANDY STOKES
Byron Vranas (Junior): "The
theory of-it is pretty good but
■*the practicality is bad because
the majority is not going to
turn anyone else in for
cheating. I don't think there's
anything they can do about it,
it's going to be like it is."

BRUCE KIRACOFE

Bill Castro (Junior): "I don't
think it is strong enough. I
notice a lot of people in my
classes don't adhere to it. It
should be enforced better until
the majority of people adhere
to it."

•If*"—

Peggy Englert (Freshman) :I
think it's strong enough, but
the students don't abide by it.
My professors walk out of the
room during tests. I don't
think a lot of students cheat,
but there's plenty or" opportunity to."

ROBERT LEE

Sharon Shackelton (Senior):
"Yeah, but I know some
classes where the teachers
don't follow the policy. I don't
think there should be any
changes really."
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Sports analysis:

-

'What if...' season plagued soccer team
By PAUL McFARLANE
Breaks are a funny thing.
Coaches will tell you that breaks are vital to
a winning season, and without them, a team
will finish with nothing more than a mediocre
record.
And how many times have you heard
players say, "Well, the breaks went our way
today and that's why we won the ball game.
But one thing is for sure: there is nothing
you can do about a break except live with it.
Breaks will haunt the 1976 Madison College
soccer team like the Ghost of Seasons Past. All
through this off-season, each player will
wonder "What if..." at least a handful of times.
They will re-create every missed scoring
opportunity in their dreams and may even kick
themselves for not capitalizing on that chance.
The Ghost will not be an easy one to rid,
either; it never is. The team members will
think of the six or seven or eight goals that
might have been scored against Clemson
earlier this year. Everyone cajled those
misses bad breaks.
Now let us suppose the "What if's..." for
awhile. What would have happened if Madison
scored the many goals it could have against
Clemson They would have handily beaten the
best college soccer team in the nation.
After viewing the game films, coach Bob

Vanderwarker arrived at his own conclusions
to the "What if...." "We should have beaten
them badly," he began.- "Think of the number
of goals we could have scored. That day, we
could have beaten Clemson 8-0, but we didn't.
"Was it my fault, the players fault, or just a
matter of breaks. This is the thing you can
never answer in sports."
And what if the Dukes had scored a second
earlier against Navy. The official would have
had no choice but to allow the goal. But instead, the referee disallowed the goal, ruling
time had expired before the ball rolled into the
net. Thus declaring the game a tie.
Incidentally. Vanderwarker will, to this
day, swear the goal was scored with time
remaining and that Madison had a victory
taken away. Fie also feels the 28 hours after the
game, when a decision concerning the outcome
was not made were disastrous to the team.
"I just don't think they ever got over it,"
Vanderwarker explained, trying to justify the
team's weak finish. "It just crushed them
mentally."
Madison compounded the bad break against
Navy with an unfortunate situation against
Lynchburg. The game was to decide the
Western district championship, with the
winner advancing to the state finals. The
Dukes had, in the beginning of the game, a

Sports
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little momentum, a slight upper hand of the
play.
But then, goalie Jim Abt crashed to the turf
and didn't get up. It took about 15 minutes for
Abt to be taken from the field, and that delay
took away whatever momentum the Dukes
had. It was like calling a time-out in basketball
to regroup your team; it gave Lynchburg a
chance to reorganize.
Abt's injury also led to several quick Lynchburg goals. Jerry Nay who replaced Abt, and
Chip Parkins, who later replaced Nay, did not
have an opportunity to warm up, mentally or
physically, and gave up two goals. Lynchburg
went on to win that match, 5-1, and later
captured the state title.
"What if..." Abt hadn't gotten hurt and
Madison maintained that upper hand to beat
Lynchburg.
The purpose of dwelling on these suppositions is to explain the Dukes' mediocre 9-62 final record. It could easily have been 12-4-1,
and most people that followed the team closely
realize this.
"It was a disappointing season recordwise," Vanderwarker said, "But it was not a
disappointing season performance-wise. I
don't think the type of season we had was
reflected by our record."
(Continued on Page 16)
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NCAA plans restructuring for Division I
Proposal requires broad-based athletic program
By JIM MORGAN
Members of the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association's Large College
Division were briefed last
week on the organization's
plan to reduce the number of
current Division I schools.

In a Chicago meeting called
by the NCAA Council, over 330
Athletic Directors and
representatives of Division I
schools heard the proposal
that would reduce membership in that group from 247
to about 150, according to

NCAA president Jack Fuzak
of Michigan State.
The plan, developed by the
NCAA Division Steering
Committee and recommended
by the policy-making council,
says that a school would have
to meet "a minimum perform ance standard
throughout the program"
based on a point system that
would evaluate the school's
travel squad, financial aid
commitment, intercollegiate
schedule and success against
NCAA competition. The
evaluations would be on a
sport-by-sport basis.
Currently, Division I
membership depends upon the
strength of football and
basketball schedules, with

emphasis on the football
schedule.
Under the reorganization
plan the NCAA would determine which schools would
participate in which Division
— I, II or III — by the number
of varsity intercollegiate
teams it sponsored. The
proposal requires "institutional support of a broadbased eight-sport athletic
program," said the NCAA.
According to sponsors of the
legislation, the prospects for
its passage are "quite good."
The proposed reorganization
plan will be presented for vote
to the NCAA's annual convention in January.
Under specific's ' of the
plan's point system, schools

Theta Chi wins 1-0
to retain ranking

/-»*
Ptwrto by Mark Thompton

GARY SMITH of

Logan (right) fights for the ball

By BOB GRIMESEY
Second ranked Theta Chi
held fourth ranked Logan to
two shots on goal Sunday
night, enroute to a 1-0 intramural soccer victory.
Despite the outcome, both
teams remain in the same
positions they held on last
week's Breeze Top Five.
Forward Mike Rendun
supplied the difference
midway through the first half
as he took a pass from wing
Joe Ryan to slam in a shot
from 18 yards in front of the
goal.
Otherwise, the entire game
was played in the midfield
area as both teams seemed
evenly matched.
Theta Chi coach Bob
Kidney was happy with his
team's performance, but

indicated that he is worried
about how well his team can
play defense against Main
Team or Real Madrid in the
playoffs.
"We've only given up about
three shots on goal, so we're
still waiting to be tested on
defense. How well our goalie
can perform will be an important factor in how we come
out against teams.like Main
Team and Real Madrid," he
said.
Theta Chi also defeated
previously undefeated
Catholic Campus Ministry on
Tuesday, 2-0, so the defeat of
Logan gave them a 6-0 record
to further strengthen their
hold on the number two spot.
Logan fell to a 5-1 record,
but looked impressive enough
(Continued on Page 16)
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would earn points for meeting
each of the three minimum
standards established by the
Steering Committee. A total of
80 points over a three year
period would qualify a school
for and maintain membership
in Division I.
J. Neils Thompson of Texas,
chairman of the Steering
Committee, said that many
schools could easily qualify
under the plan since it is
possible to amass 111 points.
Specifics of the plan are
based on three principles
decided upon by the Steering
Committee.
"First, any member would
be eligible for Division I
membership if it sponsors a
broad athletic program. This
must include at least eight
sports, including football and
basketball, and each sport
must be conducted in Division
I," the NCAA said.
"Second, Divison I institutions and conferences will
not be guaranteed appearances on the
Associations' football
television series. A member
would have qualify on the
merit of its program. Appearance guarantees would be
offered Divisions II and III."
"Third, members of
Division II and III could
compete in from one to four
Division I championships,
depending upon program size,
in addition to the six common
NCAA championships, which
all members compete.
Basketball would be included
as a sport in which a member
of Division II or III could
compete in the Division I
tournament."
(Continued on Page 16)
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Dukes open season Friday against Keydets
- Take on Southern Conference champs in UVa. Invitational
By WADE STARLING
The Madison
College
basketball team opens its
1976-77 season Friday night at
the University of Virginia
Invitational Tournament.
The Dukes will play last
year's Southern Conference
champion and NCAA Eastern

Regional finalist V.M.I, in the
opening round, while the host
Cavaliers take on Roanoke
College.
Madison will be facing
virtually the same V.M.I,
squad which advanced to the
final eight teams in the NCAA
tournament last year before

losing to Rutgers. The Dukes
beat V.M.I, earlv last season,
at Godwin Hall.
The Keydets lost only one
starter, 6'1" Curt Reppart,
from last year's team. Taking
up some of the slack for
Reppart will be 6*5" Darnel
Salmon, who should be a key
player after being red-shirted
last year.

damn well to do it."
If Madison upsets the
Keydets Friday night, they
will more than likely play
Virginia in the finals Saturday. The Cavaliers, last
year's winner of the 'atlantic
Coast Conference tournament, ahve lost their
number one player of last
year, Wafly Walker. Bu what

VMl is 'a confide nt, cocky team,
We'll have to play damn well to win.'

Staff pho'o

MADISON HEAD COACH Lou
Campanelli rejoices with his
team after last year's win
over VMl. The Dukes open

their season Friday night
against the Keedets in the
University of Virginia Invitational Tournament.

Also playing a key role for
V.M.I, is 6'6*? Will Bynum.
Bynum posses a special
problem for the Dukes, according to Madison head
coach Lou Campanelli,
because of his outside
shooting ability. "We don't
have the big man that can
keep up with Bynum outside,"
he said.
Other top players for the
Keydets are Vi" Ron Carter,
who alternates between
forward and guard, 6'4" guard
John Krovic, and 6'6" center
Dave Montgomery.
V.M.I, is a much better
team than the one the Dukes
upset last year, according to
Campanelli. "They're a
confident, cocky team," he
said. "But they are also a
quality basketball team. I
guess when you make it to the
final eight (of the NCAA
tournament), you get cocky."
The Dukes will open up in a
man-to-man defense, while
trying to force the Keydets
into foul trouble on offense.
"That's in our plan every
game "Campanelli explained.
"We try to create one-on-one
foul situations by the 10
minute mark."
Campanelli agreed that
beating V.M.I, will be an
extremely tough task, but
added that "we're capable of
winning, but we'll have to play

they've lost in outside
snooting, according to
Campanelli, they've picked up
in depth and speed.
The Dukes, although losing
starters Joey Pfahler and
David Correll, will play
basically the same type of
game as last year. Campanelli
expects 6'8" Steve Stiepler, a
freshman from North Unthicum, Md , to step into
Correll's place, and another
freshman, 6'3" Jeff Cross, to
fill in for Pfahler.
"We'll run when we get the
opportunity," explained
Campanelli, "and we'll try to
take our first good shot."
Campanelli
expressed

concern over the team's
defense, adding that he feels
the Dukes need to be more
aggressive in that department.
Campanelli also' plans on
using his often criticized
"tease" offense when the
situation calls for it. "The
players have confidence in it,
and I wouldn't hesitate to use
it when I feel it would help,"
he said.
The main advantage in
using the "tease", explained
Campanelli, is that it lead to a
very minimum of mistakes. It
cuts down on errors such as
three second violations while
also using up the clock.
Campanelli has been happy
with the pre-season play ot his
team, and injuries have been
only a very minor problem.
Center Van Snowden has been
bothered with a strained knee,
but is almost a full strength
And forward Pat Dosh, last
year's Most Valuable Player,
has an injured index finger,
but hasn't missed any playing
time because of it
The Dukes tune up for this
weekends' games tonight,
when they host a national
touring team from England,
Game time is 8:00 in Godwin
Hall.
^

Basketball
, preview

Hope to return defeat:

Duchesses face Maryland
By DAVE LUCAS
Madison's women's
basketball team would like
nothing better than to return
last year's trouncing by the
University of Maryland, when
the Duchesses travel to
College Park for their season
opener next Wednesday (Oct.

m —-.ow

"Basically, two people
destroyed us last year,"
recalled Madison coach Betty
Jaynes. "We have to defense
against guard Tarra Heiss
and center Angie Scott." The
6'1" Scott controlled the
middle in last year's contest.
Heiss made all but the final
cut for the Olympics last
spring.
Another problem for the
Duchesses will be a 6'S" freshmen playing
for the Terps.
Madisonrs tallest player will
be 5'10" Mindy Childress.
"Really, we don't have,
anyone that can play against
them one-on-one, so we will
probably play some type of
zone," commented Jaynes.
"We really look stronger on
-offense so far, but as I have
said before our defense still
<

I«

»•

needs more work," said
Jaynes. In scrimmages the
Duchesses have scored 90 and
116 points.
In a preseason poll put out
by Street and Smith, the
Terrapins were ranked 14th in
the country One reason for
the high ranking might be
because
of
the
implementation of the use of
scholarships last year, according to Jaynes.
"I don't know whether they
have full scholarships
at
Maryland," said Janes.1'but I
do know they are bound to get
some top quality players with
any kind of scholarship
program."
Against Maryland the
Duchesses will have four
players in three inside slots.
They will be Katherine
Johnson, Childress . Bette
Notaro and Kathy Peter.
Johnson
was
voted
honorable mention AilAmerican in the same "Street
and Smith Magazine" that
ranked Maryland 14th. This is
the first time in Madison's
history that a women'basketball
player
has
y».» *i« te

received this honor.
Filling the other two spots
for the Duchesses will be
Lynn Abbott, Cindy Livesay,
Anna Harvey, or Virginia
Tech transfer Sharon Cessna.
"All four of these players
are capable of filling the
outside positions," said
Jaynes, although Abbott is
still only about 80 per cent
after recovering from a
motorcycle accident. Jaynes
expects her to be ready for
the game against Maryland.
When asked about the
possibility of the three freshmen getting much playing
time Coach Jaynes replied, "I
think all of them need more
experience before they can
take over for us. But if one of
then0%oes in the game and
really tears the other team
apart then I would consider
giving them more playing
UmeT'
According to Jaynes the
Duchesses will have to put
pressure on the ball coming
down the court- in order to
prevent Heiss from giving off
SOfBany assists and to be able
to stay close in the game.
I

I > >

Staff photo

SENIOR CINDY LIVESAY
goes high to grab a loose ball
in one of last year's games.
The Duchesses open their
■

it

season next Wednesday (Dec.
I) when they travel to College
Park to take on the University
of Maryland Terrapins.

■
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Top-ranked teams accept bowl invitations
Michigan to meet USC in Rose Bowl
By BOB MORGAN
Most of the formal bowl invitations went out Saturday at 6 p.m. Some went sooner, a few later, but in every
case the chosen teams quickly accepted.
Nine of the nation's top 10 teams (United Press International rankings) were invited to bowl games with
almost all the major bowls finalizing their line-ups.
The lone non-invited top 10 team, Iowa State which
was a 42-21 loser to Oklahoma State, was passed over,
but the Cyclones are still being consider for a berth in
either the Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl or the Tangerine
Bowl.
.
The University of Maryland, despite playing what
head coach Jerry Claiborne called, "one of our. poorest
games," claimed a berth in the Cotton Bowl with a 28-0
win over the University of Virginia.
Cotton Bowl officials, overlooking the NCAA rule
which says selection committees must wait until 6 p.m.
to make the bowl invitations, gave the Terps their fourth

consecutive bowl berth in the locker room directly after
the game.
Field Scovell, chairman of the Cotton Bowl Selection
Committee who watched the Virginia-Maryland game
and extended the invitation, called the Terps, "one of
the best football teams in the nation."
Mainland finished the regular season with an 11-0
record.
Maryland will now meet the winner of the Southwest
Conference in the New Year's game match-up.
Cotton Bowl officals saw their dream of the match of
unbeatens drop down the toilet when Houston upset fifthranked Texas Tech 27-19, knocking the Red Raiders out
of the Cotton Bowl picture.
Houston, if the Cougars defeat lowly Rice this
weekend, will insure itself of the berth in its first season
as a Southwest Conference member.
Texas Tech will opt for the Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl in
that case.

Saturday, Dec. 4
AMOS ALONZO STAGG BOWL
AtPhenixCity.Ala.
Division HI Playoff Championship
Saturday, Dec. 11
PIONEER BOWL
At Wichita Falls, Tex."
Division II Playoff Championship
Saturday, Dec. IS
TANGERINE BOWL ^_
At Orlando, Fla.
Opponents to be named at later date
Monday, Dec. 20
LIBERTY BOWL
At Memphis, Tenn.
Univ. of Alabama vs. UCLA
Saturday, Jan. 1
COTTON BOWL
At Dallas
Maryland vs. Southwest Conf.
champion
SUGAR BOWL
At New Orleans
Univ. of Georgia vs. Univ. of Pittsburgh
ROSE BOWL
At Pasdnena, Calif.
Michigan vs. Southern California
ORANGE BOWL
At Miami
Ohio State vs. Nebraska or
Colorado

Saturday, Dec. 25
FIESTA BOWL
At Tempe, Ariz.
Univ. of Wyoming vs. Oklahoma
Monday, Dec. 27
GATOR BOWL
At Jacksonville, Fla.
Penn State vs. Notre Dame
Friday, Dec. 31
PEACH BOWL
At Atlanta
Kentucky vs. Univ. of North
Carolina
ASTRO-BLUEBONNET BOWL
At Houston
Texas Tech vs. opponent to be
named

NCAA plan will affect Madison
By JIM MORGAN
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Madison College Director of
Athletics, Dean Ehlers, attended last week's NCAA
meetings in Chicago, where the plan for the restructuring of Division I was presented. Madison is currently
a Division I school in all sports except football, which is
Division III.)
"What it comes down to is that the NCAA is saying 'if
you want to spend that much money to be a Division I
school, then go ahead' and that may not be what we
need." That is how Madison Director of Athletics, Dean
Ehlers, interprets the National Collegiate Athletic
Association's recent proposal to reorganize its Division I
classification.
As a Division I member of the NCAA, Madison would
be directly affected by the proposal if it is approved
during the NCAA's January convention in Miami Beach.
The proposal, prepared by the NCAA's Steering
Committee and policy-making council, would .establish
new criteria for Division I membership based on a broad
athletic program.
"I think what it really may be is a reaction to many of
the big schools that think they are a class above and
apart from everyone else in the NCAA," said Ehlers,
who was referring to larger colleges and universities
which have proposed the formation of a "super" conference concerned primarily with football
basketball.
The proposal could form that super conference. At the
present time their are 247 Division I members, and

according to NCAA president, Jack Fuzak of Michigan
State if the plan is adopted about 150 schools would
remain in Division I.
Based on a system that awards points for participating on the Division I level in different sports, as
well as the number of scholarships offered in each sport,
the plan will favor colleges and universities that have
budgets able to support larger programs. Because the
See related story
point system favors football, it is impossible to remain
in Division I without a scholarship football program.
Schools receive points according to three criteria:
— the number of sports in which the school competes.
—the size of the travel squads in respective sports.
— the number of aid awards and games played.
"Unless you have a scholarship football program in
Division I, you have no options," said Ehlers.
However, the plan does allow for. schools with broad
based intercollegiate athletic programs classified
Division II or III to participate in some sports on the
Division I level.
An institution with four or five varsity sports could
compete on the Division I level in one sport, and Schools
with six, seven or eight sports could have two in Division
—LleiLand eleven varsity sports would allow three teams
to compete as Division I, while institutions with twelve
or more intercollegiate sports could have four teams.
(Continued on Page 16)

Southern California downed third-ranked
UCLA, 24-14, to clinch the Pacific-Eight title
and its fourth Rose Bowl berth in five years.
"The Rose Bowl is where the Trojans
belong," USC quarterback Vince Evans said.
Evans picked up 141 yards in total offense and
tailback Ricky Bell rushed for 167 yards.
The Trojans will meet Michigan, a 22-0
winner over Ohio State and the Big Ten
Champion.
Michigan handed the Buckeyes their first
shutout since 1960 and earned their first trip
to Pasadena since 1972.
After a scoreless first half, the once-beaten
Wolverines rushed by Ohio State with Russell
Davis and Rob Lytle combining for 248 yards.
"I felt going into the game today there that
there was no way they could stop us,"
Michigan coach Bo Schembechler said.
"Even at halftime I honestly didn't think they
would be able to score on us."
The Orange Bowl took the Big Ten runnerup Ohio State, but the other berth, which goes
to the big-eight Champion, hasn't been
decided yet.
Colorado, a 35-28 winner over Kansas State
Saturday, earned .a share of its first conference title since 1961. Colorado will get the
bid if Oklahoma beats Nebraska this Friday.
If Nebraska wins, the Cornhuskers get the
bid.
The Sugar Bowl had its two participants set
by the middle of last week, but it didn't
become official until Saturday when topranked Pittsburgh and Southeastern Conference champion Georgia received the invitations.
Pittsburgh and all-everything tailback
Tony Dorsett face one lone regular season
opponent, cross-state rival Penn State. The
obstacle between the Panthers and an 11-0
season. Georgia completed its season last
week with a 9-2 record.
The Nittany Lions received their sixth
straight bowl bid and will meet Norte Dame
in the Gator Bowl. Penn State, like Pittsburgh, was idle on Saturday while the Irish
were whipping Miami (Fla.) 40-27 even after
starting a third-string quarterback.
The Peach Bowl picked up ACC runner-up
North Carolina, 9-2 on the season, and Kentucky, a third-place finisher in the
Southeastern Conference and winner of
seven-straight games.
North Carolina edged Duke, 39-38, Saturday
as Mike Voight ripped for 261 yards, four
touchdowns and the winning two-point conversion with 37 seconds left in the game.
Voight finished his career as the NCAA's
fifth all-time rusher with over 3,700 yards.
Sun Bowl invitations were accepted by
Texas A&M and Florida for the meeting in El
Paso. Both teams were big winners Saturday.
The Aggies, ranked as high as third during
the season, downed Texas Christian, 59-10.
Florida trounced Rice, 50-22.
UCLA and Alabama will clash in the
Liberty Bowl. It's the 18th consecutive bowl
appearance by the Crimson Tide, a 13-6
winner over Penn State in last year's Sugar
Bowl. Last year's win broke a seven-game
Alabama bowl-game losing streak.
The Fiesta Bowl pits Western Athletic
Association champion Wyoming, which was
upset Saturday by Air Force 41-21, against
Oklahoma. The Big-Eight runner-up.
The Tangerine Bowl has yet to name its
opponents.
In other minor bowls, the Independence
Bowl will pit the Southland Conference
champion against an opponent yet to be
named.
Four teams are still in contention for the
Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl — the championship
game of the NCAA's Division III Playoffs.
The four teams are Towson State, a 14-10
winner over C. W. Post; St. John's, a 46-7
winner over Augustana (111.); Buena Vista, a
20-14 winner over Carroll (Wis.); and St.
La werence, a 26-7 winner of Albright.
The Pioneer Bowl, the Division II chant
pionship game, still have eight teams in
contention with first-round game set for this
week.

\

Begins move to tougher competition:
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Wrestling team hosts Howard University in opener
By BOB GRIMESEY
The
Madison
College
wrestling team opens it's
season Wednesday December
1, as they host the Bisons of
Howard University.
Howard will be similar to
many of the teams on the
Dukes' 1977 schedule, because
they have a roster laden
with scholarship athletes.
The stronger competition
comes as a result of Madison's
recent move to the Division I
level and has head coach Jim
Prince skeptical about the
Dukes chances of regaining
the state championship that
eluded them last year.

year after finishing with a 10-6
record at 118 last year.
At 126, Robert Peach could
go all the way to-the nationals
if he can get over foot tendonitis and blisters.
Last year, as a junior,
Peach had a 14-4 record and
lost in the third round of the
Division II national championships to Rick Jenkins of
South Dakota State. Jenkins
eventually finished first
overall.
"If Robert could get
physically right, there's no
telling how good he'U be,"
according to Prince.
Sampson and junior Steve

spot," according to Prince.
Three year letterman
Bill Randolph, who finished
last year with a 10-7 record
and a berth in the national
championships, seems to have

1
1976-77 wrestling schedule
Dec. i

'We're just not as strong as
some of the scholarship teams9
"We have a lot of real fine
individuals, but as a team,
we're gonna' have some
problems," he admitted.
We're just not as strong as
some of the scholarship
teams."
The advantage that teams
with scholarships have is that
they have good wrestlers in all
weight classes, said Prince.
As far as who will wrestle
for the Dukes this year,
Prince said "We've cleared up
most of our weight classes,
but
still
have
some
questions."
In the 118 weight class,
Madison will be represented
by either Mario Anderson or
Rick Uber. Both are freshmen
and must replace Joe Sampson who moved up to 134 this

•MARK'S*

BIKE SHOP
accesories - service
complete lines of bikes
NISHIKI MOTOBECANE
434-5151
1098 S. College Ave.

Kish will be competing for
the 134 spot. Prince said both
should be strong competitors.
Mike Barron will be at 142,
attempting to come back from
a second semester slump last
year, that ended an undefeated streak at Christmas
and resulted in a final record
of 9-8.
Kevin Sampson returns
after a year layoff to wrestle
at 150. Prince said the 1975
VCAA champion "looks better
this year than he did the last
two."
Sophmore
David
Bechtleheimer and freshman
Scott Hosier will fight for the
158 spot.
According to Prince,
Bechtleheimer, who finshed 77 last year, has benefited
greatly from a weight lifting
program in the off season and
''if he puts everything
together, could be the very
best wrestler we have."
The most hotly contested
weight class will be 167, "with
three or four excellent
wrestlers fighting for the top

GITCHELL'S
STUDIQ & CAMERA SHOP
20% DISCOUNT
* on all camera shop supplies
i photo finishing and both color and
! black & white or free film

the inside edge.
He will be pressed hard,
however, by freshman Kevin
Schwab. Schwab is rated the
top newcomer to this year's
roster by Prince, as he

Home

Howard university

OtC. i

Washington & Lee Invitational

Away

Dec. 10

York, Morgan State

Away

Dec. U

Virginia Commonwealth University

Home

Jan. 14

Duke University

Home

Jan. 11

Eastern Mennonlte College

Away

Jan. 22

William a. Mary, Old Dominion, and
Franklin 8. Marshall
George Washington University

Away

Virginia Intercollegiate Championship

Away
Home

Feb. S

Virginia State College
Salisbury State & Delaware State

Feb. 9

University of Richmond

Away

Feb. 12

Liberty Baptist. Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, and Campbell
College
Washington •> Lee University

Away

Virginia Military
Commonwealth,
Washington

Away

Jan. 27
Jan. 2*
Ftb. l

Feb. 16
=eb. 26

,

Institute,
and

Home

Away

Home

Virginia
George

/

MARK ELANDER (top) works for a pin of Bob
Fisher. Elander and Fisher are competing for

the 177 weight class.
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and women hairstyles.
Waik in or call for appointment
433884b
438 N.'MMMTSt.
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finished second in the nation
last year in prep school
competition for Blue Ridge
Academy.
Mark Elander moves up to
177 this year after an injury
ridden year at 167.
Elander must defend his
position against freshman
Bobby Fisher, who last year
finished as Virginia AA state
champion for BrookeviUe
High School.
Dale Eaton will go at 190
after finishing 1975 with a 12-5
record and a berth in the
nationals.
The heavyweight class will
be between freshman Sonny
Salmons and senior Brian
Grainer.
Grainer, usually a 190
competitor,moved to the
unlimited category last year
so the team would not have to
forfeit for lack of representative.
Grainer hopes to wrestle
190 this year.
Prince said Salmons.has
"got the makings physically
to be an excellent wrestler. He
just needs a little time to get in
shape."

In Rose's Shopping Center.
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Phete by Watt Morgan

Arnold named
as phys. ed.
commissioner
Charles Arnold, Madison
College aquatics director and
men's swimming coach, has
been named
commissioner
of
the
Southeast Region Physical'
Education Committee.
The commissioner is appointed by the Southeast
Region Physical Education
Committe and functions
through appointed
representatives throughout
the region.
Among his
responsibilities is sanctioning
all aquatic institutes and
seminars, supervising the
1
quality level of the national
YMCA aquatic program, and
assisting local associations
and professionals in the
development of specific
projects and research in the
field of aquatics.

Aiitasriccin
near SotwtvT
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NCAA Division Iproposal will affect Madison
(Continued from Page 14)

This move was designed to
allow schools such as
Marquette or Providence,
which have no football
programs to continue to compete on the Division I level. It
would allow schools such as
Dayton and Madison, which
currently have football teams
that compete on the level, those
schools would still be classified
Division II or III. Such schools
would have no vote in the NCAA

on matters concerning Division
I.
"For that reason I don't think
that the proposal will pass
unless it it is revised," said
Ehlers. "But I don't think its
real bad."
Several Madison coaches
agree with Ehlers' evaluation.
"If it allows my team to
become Division II again, then I
think it's not bad at all," explained one coach. "I favored
the school's move to Division I
because the program was

growing, but right now we have
several teams in this school that
could possibly win national
titles on the Division II level."
Ehlers agreed that to remain
at the Division I level if the
legislation was passed in
January would be
"unrealistic."
"We have not got the same
type of program as Ohio State
or UCLA or Oklahoma," he
explained. "We would have to
drop back to Division II, but
still compete on the Division I

4

Ifs...' plague soccer team
A good season, a bad season

(Continued from Page 12)
But many times, the Dukes showed what
they were: a good soccer team. In 13 of the 17
games, Madison held its opponent to two goals
or less while recording three shutouts.
In nine games, the Madison offense scored
three or more goals and in four games, scored
at least four goals.
They rolled over .tbejr first fp|ir .opponents^
record,' wWsTgoVLrfdr" and 10 goals ajinst.
before the team went into its tailspin.
And it was quite a tailspin. The Dukes
managed to win Just two of their final eight
games, and tied one.
The catalyst of the tailspin has got be the
first match against Clemson. Coming that
close to winning, but not close enough, had
. long-lasting effects. Not able to mentally
prepare sufficiently, Old Dominion University
held a 2-0 lead before Madison came back to

squeak out a 5-4 win. Eastern Mennonite
College was beaten by just a goal.
Then, the tie with Navy put the Dukes in a
hold they could never climb out of. They lost
all four remaining games, were shutout twice,
and scored a total of only three goals.
But this season is over, and although the
"What if s..." will be discussed for a long time,
they must be eventually forgotten.
It's now time to let the many injuries heal.
It's also time to look to the future, which is
very bright. The team is losing just four
seniors and has many rising stars, many of
whom will only be only be sophomores next
season.
And then there is the recruiting. In order to
insure that future, talented freshmen must be
signed. That process has already begun.
Vanderwarker will be in Williamsburg this
week, St. Louis the week after, Miami the week
after that...

level in some sports."
Ehlers would not speculate on
which Madison sports would
remain in Division I if the plan
was approved.
He noted that financially it is
impossible for Madison to meet
the criteria established. In
football Madison would have to
provide 85 scholarships, as well
as schedule primarily Division I
opponents in a relatively short
period. Such a move would
approximately cost over one
third of a million dollars for a
single season.
If passed the proposal would
also end Madison's hopes for
forming a Division I basketball
conference that would be an
automatic qualifier for the
NCAA's post season playoffs.
The restructuring would also
affect members of several of
the nation's prestigious conferences and teams. Vanderbilt
and Ole Miss of the
Southeastern Conference would
be drop top the Division II level

because they do not support
eight intercollegiate sports,
according to Ehlers.
The proposal also contains a
clause that would end schools
receiving guaranteed appearance on television. TV
games would be decided upon
the merit of a school's entire
program. This move could
eliminate present revenues to
several of the nations major
conferences.
The plan has good and bad
qualities, but Ehlers agrees
that most schools might feel the
bad outweighs the good.
(
"It forces schools to make a
financial commitment, to go
across the board with their
athletic programs," said
Ehlers, "but some schools that
can't go across the board.
"They want to compete as
Division I and vote as Division
I, and that is probably the thing
most people think about," he
said. "People won't vote for it if
that isn't modified."

Shade Tree Glass Shop
49E West Walter St..

• BREEZE SPECIAL •
12 Oz. Frosted Zombie Glasses
4 for $2.00

Theta Chi retains ranking with win
(Continued from Page 12)
to protect their hold on the
fourth spot.
Logan coach Gary Smith
said,. "We played a little
better than I thought we could,
but we didn't really test their
goalie enough."
' He pointed out that the
game was the most well
played championship division
game he had seen this season.
Otherwise in the Top Five,
top ranked Main Team rolled
on as they defeated B.M.O.C.

3-0 on Tuesday.
Last week's number three
team. Real Madrid, bounced
TOP FIVE
1. Main ream, 6 0
2. Theta Chi. 6 0
3. SPE. 6 0
4. Logan. 5-1
S. Real Madrid. 4 2

back after their setback to
Main Team with a 2-1 victory
over Weaver, but lost to

NCAA plans restructuring
(Continued from Page 12)
The number of sports
sponsored would determine
how many sports an institution could compete in on
the Division I level.
"An institution with four or
five varsity sports could
compete in Division I in one
sport; six, seven or eight in
two Division I sports; 10 and

11 in three; and 12 or more in
four Division I sports."
In addition a modification
adopted by the Chicago
meeting would allow Division
I schools to approve
legislation establishing theiw
own academic stands for
entrance and eligibility, as
well as their own limits on the
number of grant in aids
permissible in various sports.

Happy
Thanksgiving
from

THE NOR
Sandwich Shoppe
•

Home of Delicious Sandwiches
1007 South MtaiiT

Shenandoah, 2-0, on Sunday to
drop to the fifth position on
this week's list.
This week's biggest surprise, however, must be the
SPE team from the ASL, who
roared into third place after
they improved their record to
6-0 with Thursday night's 1-0
victory over previously fifth
ranked Shorts IV.
As a result, with three of
the top five teams losing this
week, the way was opened for
the abrupt arrival of SPE to
the group.
Coach Jeff Routen said the
victory over Shorts "was the
best we've played overall this
season, but we had been
coming around for the last
five games."

There are no finer
diamond rings

TIMELESS

WINDSONO

Permanent registration, lot
protection, perfect quality
assured by Keepsake.

Keepsake*
Registered Diamond Kin«t

David B.
Garber
by parking deck
Ingikom (100 lo 110,000

The Fabric Shop
157 N. Main St,
|

Harrisonburg, Va. 22801
Michael Hellberg

703-434-5463

.,5H*hst WERNER'S

434-6896

Party Package Store
Oysters
. select pint 2.49 gal. 16.95
Red, White & Blue (Pabst)
6 pk. bottles or cans.
$1.29
Blue Ribbon 12/12 cold
:2.88
long necks case 24
4.59
party keg 7V4 gals
11.95.
Eggnog Shenandoah Pride
Special qt
•
™
Coke 4 qts
\
99e
Heineken 6 pk light or dark
3.29
Eskay Farm style sausage lb
79e
Eskay Bacon pkg
...99*.
Eggs extra large farm fresh doz...79'
Milk 1 gal. jug
1.59
Andeker 6 pk. cold
1.69
Andeker (Pabst Supreme) 15 gal. 26.95
Andre Pink White Champagne
Cold Duck
2.19
Rt>gi*tor for free' Christmas Turkey
HAPPY THANKSGIVING
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Activities fees optional
(Continued from Page 1)
Manning, SGA
finance
committee chairman, who
stressed that all student fees
go toward student activities.
Manning predicted "a
drastic reduction of student
activities" if mandatory
student fees are discontinued,
and said he was "all set to go
to Richmond" to lobby against
the Durrette bill if necessary.
The SGA receives more
than $160,000 annually from
student fees, according to
Manning. Prom this the SGA
funds the Campus Program
Board ($76,700), Bluestone
($30,000),
The
Breeze
($22,500), Honor Council
($1200), and the WMRA sports
network ($7500 or 30 per cent).
The remaining monies go to
the SGA for operating expenses and the contingency
fund which is used to finance
activites which come up
through the year.
Manning
and
SGA
treasurer Mike Louden said
that, with less money to work
with, fewer projects could be
" funded by the SGA. They
noted that students might be
forced to pay the full price for
movies sponsored by the
Campus Program Board or
buy The Breeze on a subscription basis.
Abolition of mandatory
student activity fees would
provide the SGA and the
activities it finances with "far
less operating revenues than
they nave now", siad Manning, who questioned the
quality of projects that could
be achieved without the fees.
"The bill doesn't do what
the patrons want done.
They're seeking to get student

input into how fees are spent,"
said Fred Hilton, assistant to
the vice president for public
affairs, noting that at Madison
students have total control
over how student fees are
spent.
Both Hilton and Louden
forecast "total chaos" if the
bill is passed.
Louden questioned the
restrictions on the types of
groups which fees could be
given to.
"If we're not being biased
about it, I don't see what
difference it makes," he said
"I think our system is good
enough that this would
degrade us. Other schools are
screwed up and I guess we
have to pay the price for being
good."
Anestos
said
that
Madison's system "polices
itself" and added that all
activities financed by the SGA
benefit a large percentage of
the student body.
Restrictions contained by
the Durrette bill would "take
the whole thing out of the
hands of the student and put it
in the hands of Richmond/' he
said "I see no reason for any
stipulations."
Madison College President
Ronald Carrier said he had
not had time to study the
revisions Durrette plans to
make in the bill, but noted that
he had'sent the committee a
statement voicing opposition
to the original bill.
Without the projects that
the SGA finances through
student fees, "Madison
College would not be the
college it is today," Carrier
said.
The Young Americans for
MMMMMM^MM^MWWMV

MEXICAN FOOD

LA HACIENDA

The Place For Somethin
Different
Harrisonburg's OnlyMexican Restaurant
REAL MEXICAN-AMERICAN FOO0
HARRISONBURG

twiusSjm parties over 8 call 434-9895

Freedom (YAF) have lobbied against mandatory
student fees. Bill Borges
chairman of the Madison YAF
chapter, however, has said
that after studying the use of
the fees, he can no longer
oppose them.
There are no plans for any
type of lobbying against the
bill, said Anestos, although he
indicated that he may contact
SGA presidents at other state
institutions.
"Durrette will get a letter
about it, at least from me,"
Louden said.
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Consumer choice
(Continued from Page 3)
Here on campus the home
economics department offers
two very informative practical courses relating to many
of the phases consumers are
involved with.
Consumer economics, a 320
level course, can be very
helpful in aiding the consumer. This course deals with
the theme "Are Consumers
Really King."
The class
touches buying practices,
advertising, fads and trends.
Major detail goes into the

No name change
(Continued from Page 3)
their hands up, but my instincts told me that no one
would honor my offer.
Hardened criminals fear
most getting caught. I looked
down and noticed what was
left of the girl who had called
just a half an hour before-a
pa ir of nylon bikinis. "Pity," I
said to myself, "they were
brand new." I placed them in
a bag for fingerprinting.
As I started up the stairs I
heard a shout, "Come and get
me, Copper!" Instinct told
me that I was heading into a
hostile crowd. Casting aside
any concern for personal
safety, I burst through the
Second floor door.
A water balloon zipped past
my ear and splashed against
the wall behind me. I hit the
floor and fired three rounds in
the direction it came from,
screaming a warning: "Drop
your panties and come out of
there!" All was quiet.
Three Caucasian males
emerged, reaching. I advised
them of their rights, handcuffed them, and escorted the
suspects downstairs.
Officer Hardly had things
well in hand. He had frisked,
handcuffed and interrogated
all 300 suspects below, and
advised them that they would
be prosecuted if they did not
cooperate.
He advised me that, while I
was inside, four suspects had

p

attempted escape from the
building, but the bazooka did
the trick. "Shame," I said,
"that they won't be able to pay
their debt to the college
community."
Officer Hardly had confiscated 93 pairs of panties, 43
bras, 13 nightgowns, three
slips, and a can of whipped
cream from the crowd.
The District Attorney, had
arrived, along with Justice
Justas, and 192 of the suspects
had been sentenced so far.
"Our job is done," I told my
partner, and we wearily
walked toward the cruiser.
Officer Hardly turned to
me and said, "You know,
there's a sense of fullfillment
in having stopped a crime and
brought the wrong to justice."
I commended him on his
performance, thinking to
myself that we had a job to do
and that was all.
• My partner said, "Now,,
about those chinchillas, do you
realize...."

effect the consumer has on
society.
• Another very helpful
course is Family Finance;
this class approaches the
Family concept as a business
organization and how effective management and
buy ing practices related to the
family can be most profitable.
Topics of interest for this
course relate to buying a car;
auto insurance, types of credit
available to the consumer and
how to spend money wisely.
Q. Are there any special
places I can get more consumer information?
One way is to write your
local
congressional
representative concerning
issues that involve you. Used
car dealership and automobile
insurance are two such areas.
Write your State Department of Agriculture.
In
Virginia the address is :
Va.
Department
of
Agriculture and Commerce
Box 1163
Richmond, Virginia 23209.
Get on the states mailing list,
a free service to you for its
publications of Consumer
Comments and the monthly
Bulletin.
Another source is the
Federal Information Center in
Washington D.C the toll free
number is 202-254-8820, or
write the Consumer Information Center, Pueblo Co.,
81009, for a free Consumer
Information Catalog.
This is only a beginning to
all the free services available
to you the consumer.

Carter understanding
(Continued from Page 2)
The press will not become
something in return, she said.
docile, she said, but will begin
The closeness of the
to accept some things as truth.
election will make Carter
She put some blame on the
"keep his feet to the fire"
press for not writing about the
because he is operating
issues as much as Carter
without a "mandate," said
talked about them. The netAngelo, who does not believe
works are especially guilty of
landslides are "good for
looking for the fast headline
people."
Both
Lyndon
she said. In the future, she
Johnson and Richard Nixon
hopes the press will stop its
were better Presidents before
"hit and run coverage" of the
they received their landslides,
campaigns which does not
she said.
look into the underlying
Although Senate Majority
issues.
Leader Mike Mansfield has
The televised debates will
predicted
the
usual
be the thing people will
"honeymoon" with Congress,
remember about the CarterAngelo "would not bet the
Ford campaign, Angelo said,
family jewels" on it.
because the debates reinIn addition, she said,
forced voters' initial feelings
Carter
will
have
no
about the two men.
honeymoon with the press,
which has retained its
"Watergate cynicism".
Carter and the press have
never been comfortable with
Dr. Robert Lisle, professor
each other, she said, because
of foreign languages and
Carter's personality is
literatures at Madison
'"stand-offish" and "he has a
College, presented a Gutwirth
touch of the Sunday school
Memorial Classical Lecture at
teacher "about him. However,
Colgate University Nov. 12.
she thinks he will be more
Lisle's lecture was concomfortable as President and
cerned with the ancient Greek
his relations with the press
historian Thucvdid**?
will mellow.
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Lisle presents
lecture

UNUSUAL
MERCHANDISE
It's Harrisonburg's Most Unusual Stores
GLEN'S FAIR
PRICE STORED.
187 N MAIN ST.
WITH A COMPLETE
CAMERA SHOP

GLEN'S GIFT
CENTER
•5 S. MAIN ST.
GIFTS OF DISTINCTION

Home Owned Stores With
Friendly People To Serve p^f
1 Covers
rVot^And Solve Your Need*

13?
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College council approves degree programs
letters of intent for both
programs on June 7, 1976.
In
other
business,
President Ronald Carrier told
the council that Madison
College would reject construction of a tower more than
40 feet tall that WVPT-TV
wants to build near Newman
Lake.
A dish to receive
satellite transmissions would
be placed on top of the tower.

(Continued from Page 1)
Among the people expected
to enroll in the program are
middle-aged people working
to support families, older
people studying for "personal
fulfUlment,r, people in midcareer who want to change
their
career,
and
homemakers whose
responsibilities do not permit
them to be away from home
for extended periods, the
report states.
George Mason University
now offers a program similar
to the Bachelor of General
Studies program, vicepresident for academic affairs
Thomas Stanton said.
However, SCHEV turned
down George Mason's first
proposal for the program, he
added.
The new major in finance is
under the existing Bachelor of
Business
Administration
degree and the major in public
administration is under the
existing Bachelor of Science

rejects
WVPT
tower

The finance major would
concentrate on fields such as
financial management, investments, banking, insurance and real estate. The
public administration maior
would concentrate on fields
such as public management,
public finance and public
personnel administration.
The proposals for both
majors must be approved by
SCHEV, which approved

Carrier said he was
presented with a "real
problem," because if the
tower is not close to the
television studio, the station
will need to construct an
expensive microwave link to
receive the signals.
He decided to reject construction, he said, for the
safety of students. Carrier is
afraid students would climb
on the tower and injure
themselves. In addition, it
would "change the character
of the entrant* to campus,"
he said.
Dr.
Patricia
Bruce,
speaker of the Faculty Senate
asked the council to approve
the senate's acceptance of the
Association of American
College and University
Professors' regulations on
academic freedom and
tenure.

Bruce also asked the
council to approve policies
which woula require the
catalog to list all general
studies classes by specific
course number and require all
proposed general studies
classes to be approved by the
general studies committee
and the Faculty Senate. .
The first policy would make
advising easier and would
give departments more
flexibility in the numbering of
courses, Bruce said.
General studies courses
should be approved by a
special committee, she said,
because the curriculum and
instruction committee of the
Faculty Senate cannot always
determine whether a course is
appropriate for general
studies.
Carrier deferred both
proposals until it can be
decided whether the general
studies committee should be
under the Faculty Senate or
the Commission on Undergraduate Studies.
Student Government
Association (SGA) President
Mike Anestos told the council
the SGA will present its investigation into carrier
current radio to Carrier by
Dec. 1. If the school will pay
the estimated $15-20,000 installation fee, Anestos said,
the SGA would be willing to
pay yearly upkeep.
According to Anestos, the
communication arts department may be able to use the

Students save by taking exams
(Continued from Page 2)
"If we found that students
were being hurt or falling on
their face because of not
having the background, we
would
discontinue
the
program," she said, adding,
most of them are doing very
well. "The people who are
taking the tests are our better
students."
Student advisors are
depended on to help the
students decide if they should
take the test. They look at the
high school records and SAT
scores to see if the student
stands a good chance of doing
well on the test. "We don't
want them to just spend
money on taking tests,"
Finlayson said. They only give
guidelines though, they never
tell a student that he can't
take a test, she added.
"Normally, basic courses
in high school won't help you
pass tests; you must have had
something more," Finlayson
said. "We're not just giving
college credit for high school
work. It's got to be over and
beyond the normal high
school."
The use of credit-by-exam
will probably expand as admissions get more selective
because of the high number of
students applying for college
entrance. Superior students
are applying at Madison that
wouldn't have ten years ago.

AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR
ALL MAJOR AIRLINES,
STEAMSHIP LINES, TRAIN
- \ AND TOUR COMPANIES
CtH U8 for al1 your tra¥el

,f
V 0"
O\0^

*

\\0

N°cft*
1774 S. Main St.
~i^l_

As the academic level raises,
and the costs of college continue to rise, more and more
people will be taking creditby-exam, Finlayson said.
The general CLEP exams
have some advantages over
the more specific departmental exams. The national
tests are valid and may help to
get away from subjective
judgments which might be
encountered at various
schools. There is a lower passfail ratio with the departmental tests because the
students have a harder time
knowing which specific test
their background fits into.
With CLEP exams people can
get exempted from general
studies without worrying
about a specific course.
Madison hasn't been as
lenient in accepting scores as
some schools, such as the
University of San Francisco,
where "practically everyone
is coming in as a sophomore,"
Finlayson said.
There has been a lot of
study and review to make sure
the
programs
are
academically sound. The vice
president of academic affairs,
administration, department
heads and deans are all involved in policy making.
A . credit-by-exam committee is trying to prepare a
booklet explaining the ins and
outs of credit-by-exam.

Harrisonburg 434-17961

1KB

trsvti counsellors, I

Madison is really supporting this policy, Finlayson
said. "I'm pleased with the
program. I think it's a good
move when I look at the
money people spend for
college."
Their aim is to give a
student credit for knowledge
earned by other means, as
long as he can validate it by
taking a test.

station, which Anestos said
would be called WJMU, to
provide practical experience
for its broadcasting students
and might therefore be willing
to defray some of the expenses.
Sharon Stubbs, 'Chairman of
the executive committee of
the Campus Program Board,
asked for faculty and administrative opinion about Xrated movies and other CPB

policies.
Carrier said he would
arrange a meeting between
the CPB and the Faculty
Senate for the exchange of
ideas. Entertainment should
be part of the learning experience of college, he said.
Faculty Senator Bruce told
Stubbs the faculty is "concerned about the total life of
students," but doesn't want to
interfere in students' lives.

Prevention steps taken
(Continued from Page 1)
their choices back through the
mail.
^
The results should be
available next week, he said.
He added that he has already
received quite a few votes and
the consensus is not to bring
"Pink Flamingos" to the
campus.
If this system of voting by
mail works "it may be used in
the future instead of having a
mass meeting to vote," Davis
said.
Currently
the
movie
committee, consisting of
about 50 to 60 people meets to
vote on movies. Film catalogs
are passed out for the
students to look at. The floor
is then opened for suggestions,
which are written on the board
and voted on. The top 33 are
the ones CPB tries to get,
Davis said.
Movies are selected the
semester before they are to be

shown.
The committee
usually chooses more films
than necessary because all of
them are not available, Davis
said.
He explained, "If we can't
get enough of the movies
chosen, Linda Phipps, Jerry
Weaver or myself fill the
spot." Phipps and Davis are
co-chairmen of the movie
committee.
An average movie costs
between $250-350, to rent
according to Davis. Some cost
more, for example "The
Exorcist" was $600; and some
cost less for example "Son of
Flubber" was $55, Davis said.
The movie committee
members are supporting
Davis' revote action, he said.
Anyone can become a
member of the committee by
sending a letter to the CPB.
The movie chairman replies
to the letter and lets the
volunteer
know
when
meetings are.

Mario's Beauty Salon
Unisex Perms 915 and up
Blow Dry & Cut '4.50
)You're being robbed if you payj
$
6.00 or more 434-3010'
Rt 33

CPB BILLBOARD

DEC. 11
Two Shows
7:30 and 10 P.M.
Wilson Hall
TICKETS
$4 In Advance
$5 At The Door

*»*.

TICKETS WILL GO ON SALE
NOV. 29, 1976

HARRY CHAPIN
Puerto

Rico

MADISON makes it simple.

w -

Welcome, to the most popular island in the Caribbean.
vt

Spring Break
March 5 -10, 1977

$289

• 5 Nights

LOOK WHAT'S INCLUDED:

cost per person
(quad occupancy)

SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO

-y

rVjnd trip air transportation
with food and beverages served in flight.
?i;insfers between airport and hotel
5 nights accommodations in a first class hotel
No regimentation
Spend your time at your own pace
Opfonal sightseeing available
no! ncluded:
vleals, S3 00 U. S. departure tax.
naggage insurance, iten.3 of personal nature.

For Inform; ;oi433-621 7

The first deposit of $50 00 is due by January 15, 1977 However,
please remember the sooner your deposit is received, .the more
assurance you have of receiving a space The balance of the payment
is due by February 1, 1977

o.

:
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Classifieds
FOR SALE: Ross AM FM
AFC portable radio with
adapter and two speakers. $20
or best offer. Call Edwina,
4084.

DOONESBURY
WELL, CM OFF TO 60 NELP
6INNY DISMANTLE bim'S
LEFT OF OUR 0R6ANI2ATI0N.
1 V^ WHAT'S YOUR
K
PLAN TODAY? AFFI

1

by Garry Trudeau

UM..WBLL, I GOTTA TYPE
UP MY POST-MORTEM
OF THECAMmW THEN
STARTWOPKON
A WRAP-UP
PIECE ON
VENTVPA..

Ill CALL YOU
LATER ABOUT
OUR FUTURE!
./

FOR SALE: Underwood 319
portable typewriter with elite
type. Never been used. $50 or
best offer. Call Edwina, 4084.
FOR SALE: Phoenix Appalachian Kayak, floatation
bags, spray skirt and paddle.
Very good condition $350.
Snowlion Down Parka and
hood medium size $25. Phone
249-4681.
FOR SALE: Bell Toptex
Malibu helmet 7 V« one pair XC skis-bindings, one pair Mtn
X-C skis-bindings, ice axe,
Approx. one case assorted
freeze-dried dinners, seven
brake bars, some assorted
iron. Contact Flash, P.O. 915.
Sorry, I have no phone.
.«#

SCUBA DIVING DISCOUNT
Rental, Rock Shop.Blue Ridge
Dive & Craft Shop, 1726 Allied
St., Charlottesville, Only
Hours: 1-5 Sat. & Sun. Phone
804-293-6984.
BOOKFAIR Sat Dec. 11 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sun. Dec.
12, noon to 5 p.m. Green
Valley Auction Barn-2 miles
east of Exit 61 off I 81, Mt.
Crawford, Va. Signs posted.
Watch for display ads first
, week of Dec.

OKAY, SO YOU
WERE BOTH JUST
EAJTN6 DINNER,' THEN WHAT?!

\

■
&

MNOB, HOW ARE YOU AND RICK
60IN6 VUXXK THIS THING OUT?
I TH0U6HTHE WASSUPPOSEDTO
BE RETURNIN6 TO WASHINGTON.

UM..UELL, I REACHED
OVERTOPOURHIMA
6LASS0FUINE.BUT
AS I DID, HE LOOKED
UP AT ME AND.. AND
TOUCHED MY ARM.

HIS HAND
WAS SO WARM..
..I7..IT..
.©

WEll.HEiSTHINKIHG OF APPLYING FOR A LEAVE OF
ABSENCE PPOMTHB PAPER.
HES ABOUT DUE FOR ONE
ANYWAY..

DID I
MAKEALL
THIS UP?

NOfOOESNT
mtBtlKEEP
60W!

\ -

IFHE6ET5n;mi,WElL,UetlJUST
SEE WHAT HAPPENS, YOU KNOW, NOT
PUSH ANYTHIN6, 6TVE IT WiEjND
IETTHE RELATIONSHIP FIND ITS OWN
' LEVEL..

Y

THENI
MY,8L0NDIE! R6URE WE'LL
I CANT BE- MOVE IN TOUEVEHOUI.. 6ETHER.
v —
\

Help wanted
WANTED: Someone to give
bluegrass banjo lessons to a
quick to team student. Will
pay reasonable price. Contact
John 434-3196.

Lost
LOST
WHITE
SKI
JACKET with Fur trim.
Taken by mistake Fri. Nov.
12, at the Tri-Sigma house
after Andrew Lewis concert.
Please return and take your
coat! Badly needed, phone
434-5160 or 434-1961. Please!

Room ate wanted
.• .i,

FEMALE ROOMATE
WANTED to share apartment
with two girls. Rent is $80 a
month. All utilities included.
Located one block from
campus next to the Baptist
Student Union. Call 433-9415 or
289-5531.

Personal

AN INSTANT REPLAY for
those individuals that become
mentally exhausted attempting to read an entire
Breeze. I repeat: Hey you
Nazi scum. Remember, just
as your lips meet - throw up!
It's never been done in the
history of man. The Communist
MARSHALL:
Attorney at
Law, If you'd concentrate on
us like you do law you'd be
Casanova too! Want to handle
our case? Remember the
Grill!?

TO EXCITED at 368 at 2:30
a.m.
Your body guards
couldn't save you FLASH!
CUT! BANG! Wish we could
be a three-some UPYRS E & P

DEAR CHER: Happy 19th on
the 27th STRANGE ONE!
Love, Your favorite Roomies
(All 3)

CARO-just because I'm not
there often, doesn't mean I
don't care. This goes for you,
class, and everything else. I
repeat, I am in good hands.
Cellmate.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY WILMA
WHALE! We're sure that
Mister Gary B. will give you
the best present possible!
WHOOPS! Smile and be
happy, you're a woman now!
Much love, the Girls.

TO MIGHTY QUINN-"Poems, prayers, and
promises; and things that we
believe in. How sweet it is to
love someone, how right it is
to care. How long it's been
since yesterday, and what
about tomorrow? And what
about our dreams and all the
memories we share?"
LITTLE ONE: I still love you,
but the story you told me
about Rhett Butler made
sense, so I am going to expand
my IKHI/.U1IS aiKr you aon i

have to worry about it
anymore. R. Redford

AAY, Why don't cha getta
haircut?? .. .Da white kidsdey're even worse... Christmas,
Easter,.. .even
Thanksgiving! SCORCHED!
SCORCHED! SCORCHED!
Come see it Live in Luxurious,
Residential L.A. for the
ENTIRE holiday weekend!!
Best wishes for a good holiday
are extended to the Mosby
Housers, their counterparts
in Shanker, and the rest of the
stragglers around this here
Burg! P.S. - Come on outta
dat closet now Gene; I KNOW
you in dare! The Flame still
burns

HIYA SEX OBJECT: Can't
wait to see your sexy legs
again tonight
TO LOU'S CREW: Happy
Thanksgiving in this Turkey
Town, and have fun in
Cavalier Country.
Outmaneuver those skinheads,
and bring home a Wahoo for
the trophy case. Be as rowdy
on the courts as you are in the
library, you'll win.
MC WRESTLERS - Good luck
to Prince's Princes and
Brueser's Bruisers Dec. 1. We
wanna write 6 MC Team
points for every match. B. &
G.E.
TIME'S awastin'. Next
Monday will bring frozen
noses and frostbitten toes. The
city is a lonely place, and the
north country is far, far away.
MOOCH-Happy 22nd, Baby.
You were made in Heaven.
Love You. B. Bear
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